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Student aid
may be tied
to drug vow
By Wendy Warren
staff writer

JMU funds may
back companies
helping S. Africa
By Wendy Warren
staff writer

_^

The JMU Foundation might own investments in
companies that deal with South Africa, but its
executive director said Wednesday he is unfamiliar
with the foundation's holdings because they often
change.
Donald Lemish, JMU's vice president of
advancement, said he is not sure what investments
the foundation holds. The JMU Foundation is an
independent corporation that handles private donations
to the university.
Members of several student groups, concerned the
foundation might have investments in South Africa,
asked him about it a few weeks ago, Lemish said.
Mike Cullcrton, one student who talked with
Lemish, said the university was "very, very
supportive" about his concerns.
He said he first approached Dr. Robert Scott, vice
president of student affairs, and Dr. Byron Bullock,
assistant dean of students. They referred him to
Lemish.
"I belive that the university [invested its money] in
good faith," Cullerton said. He said he thinks the
investment firm that handles the foundation's money
did not know it was investing in companies that do
business in South Africa.
"I'm not trying to tell the university what to do,"
he said.
"There are a lot of questions" involved in the issues
of divestiture and apartheid," Cullerton said. "It's a
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hard issue. Who am I to say what the South African
govcrncment is doing?"
The JMU Foundation's board of directors "has the
issue of divestiture on its agenda" for its next
meeting, Lemish said.
He said he is in favor of a policy of divestment,
removal of any money from companies that do
business in South Africa.
"I am confident that [the board] will take
appropriate action," he said. To prepare for the new
policy, "I have provided [the members of the
foundation's board] with numerous newspaper and
magazine articles and other research related to
apartheid and divestiture."
The foundation's board will discuss the issue at a
regular meeting March 15.
Lemish said he questioned the validity of some of
the student groups' claims, because he does not know
where the student groups found their information.
The financial records of the JMU Foundation are
private.
Cullerton said Jim Crawford, also a JMU student,
discovered during research for a class project that the
JMU Foundation's investment management firm
invested donations in companies that do business in
South Africa.

The federal government is trying to crack down
on student drug use through recently proposed
legislation that could put users in jail or in the
poorhousc.
Students who apply for federal educational aid
after March 18 would be required to promise they
will not buy illegal drugs with aid money. In
another proposed plan, students would promise to
abstain from all illegal drugs while receiving aid.
It is unclear which version of the plan will go
into effect, said Rcgina Pollard, JMU's assistant
director of financial aid. But the federal
government probably won't try the second option,
she said.
Students who violate the pledge, in addition to
losing their aid, could be fined up to $10,000 or
imprisoned.
But the plan now includes no provisions for
monitoring students' drug use. Pollard said. Drug
testing has not been proposed yet.
Alcohol use, illegal in most states for those
under 21 years old, is not mentioned in the
proposal.
The new policy is part of a federal Office of
Management and Budget plan that guarantees
drug-free workplaces in any federal institution.
"I'm really torn on the issue," Pollard said. "My
initial reaction [to the new plan] was, 'That's
awful.'" She said she feels forcing students to
swear off illegal drugs while receiving federal
money would be an infringement upon their
privacy.
"But if [the plan] says that you cannot use
federal money . .. towards these activities, then I
have to agree with that," Pollard said.
"It's like the mother who gives you money to
go and buy an outfit. . . . [She] has some right to
say what outfit can be bought with her money,"
she said.
The roles the schools must take in enforcing
the proposal are unclear. "I don't want to be a
policeman," Pollard said. "I am here to help the
student with financial aid and hope that they make
the proper choices with their money."
One student who receives federal aid said he is
opposed to the new plan. "It's not going to cramp
my style, because I don't take drugs," he said.
"But this is not a solution td the drug problem."
Spe DRUGS page 2 >
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He said the new plan probably was
not intended to combat drug use in
college, but was merely to silence the
anti-drug "cries" of the public.
Students who will be affected include
those who get Pell Grants and
Supplementary
Educational
Opportunity Grants, two federally
subsidized grants often awarded to the
same students.
About 1,000 JMU students receive
SEOG and Pell grants, said John
Sellers, JMU's director of financial aid.
The Pell Grant is a need-based grant
that offers $200 to $2,300 each year.
Any eligible undergraduate is guaranteed
aid through this grant.
Last year, the federal government
awarded JMU students SI.2 million in
Pell Grants. The money for the grants
is given directly from the federal
government. JMU simply processes the
student's application.
Any student interested in financial aid
should apply first for a Pell Grant,
Pollard said. The requirements are hard
to meet.
This is not the first controversial
requirement for receiving financial aid.
Pollard said. Students who apply for aid
also must state they are registered with
the selective service unless they are not
required to do so.

Students also promise they will use
their grant money only for educational
needs.
Among other proposals, legislators
are considering a proposal that would
require two years' civil service as a
prerequisite for students under 27 to
receive aid. The federal government
would award program participants
$10,000 in federal aid for each year of
service.
Students who are 27 or older woulcf
get aid without performing civfr
service.
If the recipient chose not to attend
college, the money could be used for a
first mortgage. Pollard said. The civil
service plan could mark a "real change"
in the way colleges and universities
view financial aid.
"I'm just glad I'm not going to school
right now if that's happening," she said.
"Currently, we treat all students the
same, whether they are able to afford
school or not. This would be the first
time we would be segregating the
students."
Students with enough money to
attend school could do so right after
high school, but students who need
financial aid would serve two years in
the civil service or apply for aid when
they turn 27.
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NEWS
The homeless: 'Something Is ... wrong
By Betsy Overkamp
staff writer

"Something is dreadfully wrong in
the United States of America when you
have a nation as wealthy as this and so
many people are homeless," an activist
for homeless rights said here Sunday.
David Hayden participated with Mitch
Snyder in a 48-day water-only fast to
gain attention for the homeless last fall.
In his speech here, Hayden, who grew
up poor, said he realized that "the way
to get back at the system was to make
money."
He became "a good manipulator" and
recognized "there were all kinds of
unsavory ways to make money."
Hayden climbed the corporate ladder
to become an executive at Johnson &
Johnson. One of the symbols of his
corporate success was his house in
Gainesville, Fla. that had a sunken
living room and Jacuzzi.
But, about 10 years ago, Hayden
began to believe that something was
wrong. He sold his home and all his
possessions and quit his job just when
his bosses were about to give him a
promotion.

"I began to understand that it was
wrong to gain wealth at another's
expense," he said. "They all thought I
was whacko."
Hayden said he did not know when he
decided to leave the corporate world
because "dates are irrelevant. In my life
today, survival is daily."
His life today means "looking into
the eyes of death in a lot of different
forms," he said. "It is physical death,
emotional death, slow death and
suffering. It is the hell of being poor in
a rich society."
"In this society, the poor basically
have no rights," he said. "We live, in
this society, by the golden rule. Those
who have the gold make the rules.
"The top 10 percent own 65 percent
of the nation's net worth," Hayden said.
"The bottom 50 percent own a mere 4
percent of the net worth."
"I think a lot of us are told
educationally and otherwise in the
system that those who own the 65
percent are more industrious, smarter.
Staff photo by FRED NORTH
David Hayden
See HOMELESS page 5 >

SGA allocates funds for fashion program
By Meghan Johnson
SGA reporter

The Student Government Association senate voted
after an amendment Tuesday night to allocate partial
funds to a campus group for a fashion and makeup
program.
Women of Color requested $1300 from the SGA
contingency account to help pay for their Women of
Color Week.
The organization was formed last year to deal with
and support issues concerning minority women on
the JMU campus and in the Harrisonburg
community.
The senate voted to allocate $814.88 to the group.
In bringing the bill to the senate floor, SGA
finance committee chairman Kevin Hughes said his
committee recommended the SGA fund $664.88.
That figure included funds for a speaker, an arts night,
publicity, partial funding for the presentation of a
play, a reception, a showcase and transportation for
some area children to come onto campus for what
will be called "Harrisonburg Day."
Not included in that total was a request for $275 for
a make-over called, "A Celebration of Beauty," a
program encompassing skin care, makeup, hair care
and fashion advice.
Hughes said one problem with funding the group
for the makeup program was that $175 of the $275
was for transportation for the professionals the group
plans to bring in for the event.
McGraw-Long Hall senator Vanessa Jimenez
moved to amend the original bill to add the $275.
In justifying her suggestion to include funds for the
makeover, Jimenez said she called area beauty salons
and pharmacies to find out what kind of cosmetic

New election rules more
specific
1
By Meghan Johnson
SGA reporter

The SGA campus elections committee plans to
make rules for its 1989 major elections more
specific, the committee chairwoman announced
Tuesday night.
In her address to the SGA senate, chairwoman
Karen Iezzi spelled out some of the changes that are
likely later this week to become regulations for the
elections.
Student organizations that publicly endorse a
particular candidate will be considered to be agents
of that candidate and will be required to adhere to the
campaign rules which candidates must follow. The
elections committee will decide what constitutes an
endorsement.
These rules specify where campaign posters may
and may not be posted, what types of literature may
be distributed, and other restrictions.
products and services for women of color are available
in the Harrisonburg area.
"I pretended I was a woman of color," she said,
adding that she found very few stores providing
products and services for black and other minority
women.
"Every individual on this campus has a right to feel
pretty," she said.
Bell Hall senator Alex Gordon moved to amend the
bill to allocate $150 in addition to the $664.88,
bringing the total to the $814.88 that was allocated.

Iezzi said an amendment to a current rule against
mudslinging will outlaw "destruction of property
and behavior unbecoming of a candidate."
The current rule states that no slanderous or
libelous statements can be made by candidates in the
campaign process.
"It's a matter of ethics, " Iezzi said. "This is just
something to safeguard the committee" in the event
that a problem should arise, she said.
Also new this year, "no candidate or agent of a
candidate may use the official powers of his or her*
position in any organization to facilitate [the
candidate's] campaign," Iezzi said.
The committee also will list examples of
campaign violations, she said. "We're trying to be a
little bit more specific. We're trying to set a
precedent, in a way.
"We just want to make sure this is a clean
election," she said.
The senate also voted to allocate $1,021.27 from
its contingency account to the Russian Studies Club
to pay for a symposium to be held at JMU March 23.
The money included transportation costs involved
with the symposium and for the visiting Soviet
students to do some sightseeing in the area.
The group had originally requested $1,365.20, but
Hughes said he cut half of the group's request for
transportation.
"We don't normally fund for transportation,"
Hughes said.
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Gay Awareness Week set

Homeless
> (Continued from page 3)

show more initiative, and they are
benefiting and rewarded for their work,"
he said. "I am here today to say no."
"I think they stole it from the rest,"
Hayden said.
"We, as a society, don't want to end
homelcssncss," he said. "The poor's
existence is too profitable to eliminate
them. What would the police do if they
weren't jailing the poor for sleeping in
Elm Park [in Roanoke]? Solve the drug
problem?"
Hayden, who became an ordained
Mennonite minister after leaving his
job, first started working with the
homeless in Asheville, N.C. He is
founder of the Justice House
Community in Roanoke, an apartment
house for the homeless.
Current estimates put the homeless
population at three million people,
Hayden said. He called that estimate
"conservative" and added, "The reality is
much different and much worse than is
being officially presented."
A recent congressional study found
that in 15 years, 19 million people in
the United States will be homeless.
Half of those will be children.
"Families are the fastest-growing
segment of the homeless population,"
Hayden said.
Hayden blames the capitalist system
and past government administrations for
the plight of the homeless. "The
Reagan administration slashed the
federal housing budget 75 percent," he
said. Currently, "three-quarters of
low-income renters receive no housing
subsidies."
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Campus police reported the following
incidents this week:
Driving under the Influence
Student Andrew H. Trout, 21, of 526
Country Club Road, York, Pa., was
charged with DUI Feb. 25.
Lanny H. Fishel, 31. of 120 West
Cork Street. Stephens City, was
charged with DUI Feb. 25.
Petty Larceny
Student Katharine J. Beauregard, 19,
of 6175 Cobbs Road, Alexandria, was
charged with petty larceny Feb. 22.

Campus police also reported that 11
arrests for DUI and 39 arrests for other
alcohol-related offenses were made in
February.

Harmony, JMU's organization
concerned with gay and lesbian issues,
will sponsor a Gay Awareness Week
March 19-24.
According to Dr. Arnold Kahn,
faculty advisor for the group, the
following events are scheduled to be
held in Miller 101, except where
otherwise noted:
• U.S. Congressman Barney Frank
will lecture on the future of the gay and
lesbian movement in the United States
March 19 at 7 p.m. in Anthony-Seeger
Hall's auditorium.
• Professor Anthony D'Augelli of
the University of Pennslyvania will
speak on developing a sexual identity

March 20 at 7 p.m.
• A panel discussion of sexuality
and personal, professional and political
decision-making will be held between
leaders of Harmony, the JMU Young
Democrats, the JMU College
Republicans and Students For America.
The panel will be held March 22 at 7
p.m.
• Billy
Jones
of
the
Whitman-Walker Clinic, a Washington,
D.C. tfeatment center for people with
AIDS, and an AIDS victim will speak
on the disease and its impact on
personal decision-making.
The program will be held March 24,
also at 7 p.m.

James Madison Univ.

SPRING BREAK
PARTY
SUNDAY - MARCH 5TH
„ ■£.

"Capitalism is the only 'ism' that
creates poverty," he said. "Poverty is a
product of its ... success."
He quoted Ed Meese, U.S. attorney
general under Reagan, as saying,
"There are no hungry people in
America. They stand in soup lines just
to get free food.' I despise those
statements," Hayden said.
"Homelessness is a systemic problem
in this country," he said. "Poverty is
not a result of laziness. Poverty is a
result of oppression. To have poor, you
have to have rich."
"Differentiating wealth is unjust,
ungodly and un Christian. Until we
grasp that qualitative distinction, we are
putting a Band-aid on a cancer," he said.
"Homelessness and poverty are
inevitable consequences of a capitalistic
system. People are seen as factors of
production. People cease to be truly
human," Hayden said.
But he said he and other homeless
activists will "turn this country upside
down until we get housing for
everyone."

WINSTON&
OF GEORGETOWN
202-333-3150
3295 M STREET, N.W. GEORGETOWN, D.C. 20007
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'Radical, man

Michelle Shocked rocks a campus revival
[CPS] — Michelle Shocked studied at the
University of Texas in Austin, but picked up
knowledge UT professors were not necessarily
imparting.
"College is a time when you're learning there's a
lot more than they're telling you," said Shocked, an
East Texas singer-song writer-performer whose 1988
album "Short Sharp Shocked" is a big hit these days
on campuses across the country.
"Short Sharp Shocked" may be more than just a
popular album, however. Along with Tracy
Chapman, Shocked is one of the new, unabashedly'
leftist folk rock voices that have risen
incongruously toward the end of this conservative
decade.
Though most of the songs on the album aren't
overtly political, except for "Graffiti Limbo," about
a New York graffiti artist who died in police
custody, Shockcd's onstage patter revolves around
denunciations of sexism, racism and militarism.
From there, she talks about her concern for the
environment, and ending homelessness and poverty.
Even the album's cover photo establishes her
dissident image. It features Shocked grimacing as
San Francisco police arrested her at a protest during
the 1984 Democratic convention.
Nevertheless, these days Shocked finds herself
working for Polygram, one of the world's largest
Michelle Shocked
record labels. The company, she says, provides her
with the resources to reach a large audience and the
freedom to convey her message undiluted. "I don't her intellectual curiosity, but didn't satisfy it. "I had
know if I can do anything within the system," she all these hunches, but I didn't have the knowledge to
speak articulately about them," she said.
said. "But I gotta try."
That's no problem now for Shocked, who, unlike
In March and April, she'll tour the United States,
and expects to hit several college towns, though not the more overtly political Chapman, articulates her
hunches and experiences into songs that for many
colleges themselves.
students
have become personal soundtracks. "I tell
She won't play colleges, Shocked says, because
stories,"
Shock explained. "They're very political.
collegians too often form "radical ghettos,"
It's
just
that
conclusions can be drawn in many
impressing each other with their political
different
ways."
correctness, but not taking their message to places
where it's seldom heard.
And although she's only 25, her life has taken so
"When they leave, they're like Peace Corp
many funky twists that she writes and sings those
volunteers in their own country. I tell 'em to go to
stories with the authority of someone much older.
rural Arkansas and places like that," she said.
Her resume includes stints as a squatter, traveller,
"There's lots of work for them to do there."
rape victim. Mormon, psychiatric hospital inmate,
Years of living in Europe schooled her in expatriate, runaway, jailbird and skateboard punk
"opposition politics," trying to use the system to rocker, just to name a few.
point out its flaws. In recent months, for example,
She ran away from her strict Mormon mother ("a
she's played benefits for the Christie Institute, a real Tammy Bakker type") and her career-Army
Washington, D.C., public-interest group that has stepfather when she was 16, inspired by her
fded suit claiming Contra leaders and their American "hippie-atheist" father's love of adventure and music.
supporters are connected to drug running and
Shocked moved to Dallas, then Austin, where she
terrorism.
graduated from the University of Texas, migrated to
She says her roots are in America's counterculture San Francisco, moved into a squatters' commune,
tradition, which includes not only protest-singing and immersed herself in the city's homeless culture
beatniks, but also songwriters like Leadbelly, Guy and hardcore scene, an experience that radicalized her.
Clark, Townes Van Zandt and hardcore bands like
She returned to Austin and took up a wild lifestyle
the Circle Jerks and the Dead Kennedys.
that concerned some of her friends, who let her
"It's real subversive music, unlike bands like mother know of their fears that she was going over
Guns "N Roses and other commercial stuff. The the edge.
only thing they rock is the cash box," she said.
"It was the opportunity she was looking for,"
Shocked, who's as much a political activist as she Shocked said. Her mother committed her to a
is a musician, says her time at college helped spark psychiatric hospital in Dallas. Her release came a

Photo courtesy of College Press Service-

few months later when her mom's insurance ran out
"I love that side of it," she said. "You're crazy as
long as the insurance is there."
She fled to Europe, again settling in with the
squatter movement in Amsterdam. "They say
America — Love it or leave it.' So I left."
And although she has fond memories of the
friends and communities she found, much of the
expatriate's romance faded when she was raped in
Italy. In 1986, Shocked decided to come home to
Texas for a visit and to attend the Kerrville Folk
Festival, a laid-back Mayfest she'd always loved.
At Kerrville, Shocked was "discovered" by British
music entrepreneur Pete Lawrence in what best
could be described as a punk-folk fairy tale.
Lawrence recorded Shocked and the background
crickets at one of the festival's ubiquitous late-night
campfires on his Walkman. He returned to London
and released what became known as "The Texas
Campfire Tapes." It became a big underground hit
and led to a contract with Polygram.
Although her permanent address is still a
houseboat in London, Shocked says she'll spend a
lot more time in the United States performing and
recording.
"I felt like I'd come to a dead end," she said. "And
now, without compromising myself in any way,
I've been given a barrel ful of resources."
This way. Shocked explained, she can help people
"learn about what's going on in their country.
Students are at a time when they need to take the
time to learn about what's going on and about
dissent. Dissent can make you' more articulate."
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Growing pains
What do comedian Steven Wright, musicians
and defendant Oliver North have in common?
For one, they've all appeared at JMU this year.
Students have had a wide range of entertainment and
cultural offerings to choose from lately, and the
pickin's have been anything but slim. Regardless of
where one's musical and comedy tastes lie or what
whets the political or intellectual appetites, JMU
students have prospered from the bounty afforded by a
culturally concerned organization: treats, no tricks.
The relation between such outstanding performers,
scholars, and personalities who have appeared here is
their sponsorship by the University Program Board.
The UPB has been granted ample resources, has
carefully nurtured its prospects, and has taken good
care in the harvesting of its various crops. But like
the oranges and bananas that mysteriously appear
with their growers' insignia stamped or stuck on,
UPB wants understandably those who sample their
cornucopia to know who had to wear the overalls.
In a letter-to-the-editor last issue signed by 16
others, UPB president Jane Hanner expressed growing
concerns that her hard-working group was being
treated as just another JMU sharecropper. The Breeze
on the plot next to UPB neglected to pay due respects
to its flourishing garden; that is, we failed to mention
that they sponsored three anti-apartheid speakers,
including the lecture by Donald Woods. "Despite
numerous attempts on our part to ensure that proper
recognition is given to UPB," she wrote, "the Breeze
staff continues to overlook our efforts."
The days when good fences made good neighbors
are over, and in the sometimes great, sometimes not
so great communal endeavor of JMTTs extra-curricular
student supplication, we must support each other,
lest those shadowy rustlers trample on what we've
grown, or corral us into their flinching herd.
The UPB has a lot to be proud of. There has been a
more than noticeable improvement in the quality of
the events it sponsors, and, with the probable
exception of upcoming Edie Brickell and New
Bohemians, it continues to provide an enticing
assortment of fun, whether simple candymen or true
bearers of food for thought.
Allotted certain resources (UPB $150,000; Breeze
$40,000), we both tend a plot for the benefit of our
eternal leasor, and make what we can at market (ticket
sales; advertisements). But the UPB might be
spreading its fertilizer a bit thin by claiming that The
Breeze is the only party at fault. The UPB has been
notoriously slow to provide press packets for preview
stories, photo passes for coverage of the event itself,
and in arranging interviews (the Donald Woods affair
was an impromptu initiative by the reporter).
The heat UPB took in these pages for sponsoring
Oliver North would make any group sensitive to its
media coverage. But take it from the horse's mouth: a
good farmer learns to pay more attention to the
quality of his crop than the dirt under his fingernails.
The above editorial was written by Rob Morano.
/UB40,

Bigoted diatribe against protest
an insult to concerned students
To the editor:

As a proud graduate of this institution of higher
teaming, I am offended highly and alarmed at a recent i
column found in The Breeze (Feb. 27).
Perhaps the idea of a memorial at Kent State has
touched on a very personal nerve. Still Mr. Dolezal,
you should not attack concerned individuals without
first trying to fathom our sentiments.
Dehumanizing active, concerned students as idiots,
bastards and criminals who should be slaughtered
reflects a narrow-minded conscience of bigotry. As
neo-Nazi white supremacists denounce people as
niggers, wops, commies and queers, so too have you
insulted thousands of students at JMU and across
America.
It is sad but true that you insult those most educated
and vocal in their attempt to halt the Vietnam
madness. I hope you will apologize and recant your
remarks that well-educated and concerned JMU
members such as myself find disturbing.
The research I have done on the Kent State
shootings demonstrates there were about 75 paranoid
military types (National Guardsmen) armed with
high-quality rifles confronting hundreds of boisterous,
generally non-violent students standing from 110 to
300 feet away.
In the aftermath, 11 students were wounded and four
were dead. Only a few Guardsmen were injured by
rocks. No Guards claim they were hit prior to the
firing (FBI Report: 1970).
Thus, Mr. Dolezal, with bigoted thoughts such as
you portray, it is no wonder students were slaughtered
like buffalo at an American university. It is people
like you who already have riddled us arbitrarily with
your words and bullets doing little to comprehend our
logic.
Why do you not ask a civil rights activist
what it feels like to be tortured and humiliated by
Klansmen?
I, as a concerned student, have tried
MM)

already to understand the sentiments of many veterans
returned from Vietnam.
Culver Fortna
JMU Alumnus

Number, ages of Soweto killings
hides racist regime faced daily
To the editor:
I would like to respond to Eric Bergman's letter (The
Breeze, Feb. 23). Many of the ideas presented in the
letter were very disturbing, and I would like to address
them with a series of questions.
Mr. Bergman, although the death toll of the Soweto
Massacre actually was more than 500, would it have
been less of a crime against humanity if only 400
people were murdered?
And if the students involved were all more than 17
years old, and not as young as 12 or 13, would it have
been more excusable to kill them? Does a massacre
committed by U.S. forces make legitimate one
perpetrated by South African police?
Why can't we condemn both Mai Lai and the Soweto
Massacre as deplorable crimes? And finally, why
should wc emphathize with the Afrikaaner police who
faced the protesting crowd and opened fire on it?
Shouldn't we feel for the students who were
protesting a violently oppressive system of racism
that violated every aspect of their lives?
If die South African government was not unjust and
repressive in the first place, their police never would
have been placed in a position where they would be
able to shoot people.
Mr. Bergman, by focusing on the situation the
police faced, you left out the most important issue: the
system of racist oppression that black South Africans
face every day of their lives.
Brian Thompson
sophomore
management
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Baseball player's suicide alerts
us to need for more awareness
To the editor:

John "Dan" Haycock took his own life at the age of
19. I find myself distressed over a death that was so
tragic and possibly preventable. Since I did not know
Dan personally, I cannot take in the circumstances
fully, but I'd like to explain some feelings about
suicide and how to prevent our friends and lovers from
"slipping through the cracks" of our support and
understanding.
Why would a young college student decide that this
life was not worth living? Surely I can't explain it.
But I can imagine that Dan was hurting so bad inside
that a person who knows him and knows the signs of
depression and desperation could have picked up some
clues about his intentions. I'm sure as a
student-athlete, Dan was generally an outgoing young
man. But I wonder if he started to withdraw from social
situations and friends in the weeks and days before?
A symptom of depression is withdrawal that may be
observed by behaviors like sleeping too much or
avoiding personal relationships. A loss of interest in
previously highly regarded activites (partying,
schoolwork, hobbies) is another sign of depression.'
Isolation develops from withdrawal, and withdrawal
increases isolation. The isolation from the baseball
program probably struck a devastating blow to a man
who's held his baseball abilities in high regard.
To prevent "isolation, a listening ear (taking time
out to really find out how someone's doing) is
necessary. We can't prevent isolation by just asking,
"How. ya' doing?" We can ask how things are going
(classes, interpersonal relationships), or ask about
plans for the future (Spring Break, graduation). From
these questions we can get a feel for how our friends
really are doing. A friend may even show guilt or
hostility or lack of concern about appearance when
he's depressed. If things aren't so great, be a good
listener; maybe offer suggestions. If the problems

appear overwhelming, offer to walk to the counseling
center in Alumnae Hall with that friend. It's O.K. to
show concern.
Suicide is the final step for our friends who feel too
overwhelmed by problems to deal with them. Suicide
often is planned, and generally there are similar
behavior patterns associated with a planned suicide.
Clues include giving away personal possessions,
risk-taking lifestyles and writing suicide notes.
I do not intend to invoke guilt into the family and
friends of Dan Haycock. I just hope we can prevent
this tragedy from happening to someone else. If you
do feel guilt, please call a friend or go to the
counseling center. They really want to help to work
through the grief. Sometimes, no matter what we say
or do, we cannot stop people from committing suicide.
John Ganey
senior

nursing

Organized religion nothing less
than 'crutch for weak-minded'
To the editor:
In his column about Salman Rushdie, author of
Satanic Verses, Rob Morano refers to him as a
practicing Muslim. That is unture.
Rushdie was raised a Muslim, but has repudiated his
faith, as well he should, since Islam, like Christianity
and all other organized religions, is a crutch for the
weak-minded who can't face reality and so rely on
faith, dogma and ritual instead of reason and
independent thought.
Mr. Morano doesn't go far enough when he criticizes
religion, for most of the world's problems can be
attributed to organized religions (including secular
religions like socialism and racism).;
The Baptist book-burners in America, the racist
Afrikaaners, the Soviet communists and the fanatical
Shiites in Iran all share the universal tenet of
organized religion: the arrogant belief in their own
self-righteousness.

TransAmerica
Telemarketing, Inc.
•

• competitive starting salary
• four salary reviews in first year
• pleasant work environment
J£

sophomore
economics

'Thank God' for ROTC Rangers,
armed services guarding liberty
To the editor:

I couldn't agree more with Kim Repp's denunciation
of the ROTC Rangers in her letter (The Breeze, Feb.
27).
Instead of having a trained and ready group of
freedom fighters ready to defend the United States and
world freedom, why can't our nation have an elite
group of hippies ready to hold hands and sing, even if
the nation is being attacked?
Indeed, instead of those nasty M-16s and M-60s that
Kim so righteously despises, we could arm this group
with daisies and supply them with love beads in case
times really get tough.
Come on, Kim, get real. JMU should be proud to
have such a patriotic group of men and women ready
to dedicate part of their lives to the defense of our
great nation.
Despite your inane arguments, it is because of the
men and women in our Armed Forces, not in spite of
them, that our nation is at peace. The Army Rangers
stand as the best and the brightest our nation has to
offer for its defense. Thank God they are around to
defend American liberties, even if that does include
your right to mouth off.
John Wirth
sophomore
political science/public administration
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But in my opinjpn, the most dangerous religion on
earth is not an obvious one like Nazism or Islamic
fundamentalism, but the combination of Christianity
and socialism represented by the Catholic Maryknoll'
nuts. They combine the silly and unworkable ideals of
socialism with the pompous paganism of the Catholic
Church to form the jnost intrusive and insidious
ideology in the modem world.
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Black South Africans can't wait
for investors to end oppression
To the editor:
Having recently critiqued the racial imbalance of the
programs featured in JMU's anti-apartheid week, 1 now
would like to thank the UPB for at least sponsoring
the week. However, after reading Cliff Corker's column
(The Breeze, Feb. 23), I realized that many more
anti-apartheid programs are needed here at JMU. There
were many questionable and inaccurate statements made
in Mr. Corker's column, and I would like to comment
upon them in this letter.
Mr. Corker claims investment in South Africa is the
key to ending apartheid, and to support this, he quotes
Alan Kcycs and Chief Buthclcz.i. I argue that neither of
these sources is credible.
Mr. Keyes belonged to a State Department that,
under Reagan, ignored the seriousness of apartheid and
put forward only symbolic sanctions. Chief Buthelezi
is regarded with contempt by the anti-apartheid
movement and has been accused of fomenting internal
violence and taking money from the white
government.
Corker even goes as far as to state the South African
government is opposed to apartheid, even though they
are the ones who implement and perpetuate it. The few
reforms passed by Botha's regime have been cosmetic
only; for blacks still cannot own property, they still
are economically and violently oppressed, they have
no real political power, and they still are seen as
inferior.
Mr. Corker, your whole column was, in effect,
arguing that the South African government and big
business in South Africa should determine when and
how blacks there should be free. I maintain black
South Africa has waited too long for freedom, and the
world should do things such as divest so blacks can
achieve freedom on their own terms.
Darin Stockdill
sophomore
history

Elected ex-klansman a fluke?
I hope it was a fluke — but I have my doubls.
Electing a former Grand Wizard of the Ku Klux
Klan to the Louisiana House of Representatives,
that is. When 1 heard David Duke had won the
election with a narrow 51 percent of the vote, I
hoped the people of Louisiana had made a terrible
mistake. Maybe they hadn't found out until after
that Duke was a KKK member and Nazi fanatic.
But I was shocked to leam that most voters knew
about Duke's past. I watched ABC's "Nightline" in
disgust as passersby in the streets of Louisiana were
interviewed. "Does it bother you that Duke was a
former Klan member?" the interviewer asked.
"Well — as long as he's a former member. . ."
one elderly man chuckled, apparently unfazed.
Another woman said something to the effect that
everyone has a few "skeletons" in their past — so
why hold Duke's past against him?
But how much in the "past" arc Duke's affiliations
with white supremacy? Even though he claims he
no longer has any ties with the KKK, Duke is an
avid opponent of affirmative action. In what
certainly was his most shocking statment on
"Nightline," Duke proclaimed unabashedly, "The
real issue is that whites arc losing their rights in
this country." Never before have I heard such a
bigamous, ridiculous statement: more than racist
remarks, it's plain scary.
It makes me curious as to whether the white
population of Louisiana, the South, or even of the
whole country has underlying feelings of "the blacks
have gotten too far." If that indeed is what this
country is coming to (and I sincerely believe it

isn't), I'd be saddened and disgusted. Racism still is
plentiful in the United States, though not as violent
or obvious as in recent history.
Any Census Bureau report will tell you blacks
still hold the highest unemployment rate, are paid
less than whites who hold identical jobs and are less
likely to rise to top-management positions. SAT
examinations, notoriously racially biased in favor of
white males, slill are used as primary determinants
for college applicants. And Proposition 42 is no
move toward minority advancement, either.

GUEST COLUMNIST
Amanda Benson
So where, then, are whites "losing their rights"? I
have yet to find one area. The thought that a man
who sincerely believes this baloney was elected in a
fair-and-square election is not only baffling, but
frightening. I'm relieved the Republican Party of
Louisiana objects to Duke's ideologies and refuses
to support him both financially and politically. I'm
also glad to see other factions, including former
President Reagan, showing their discontent with
Duke and his recently won seat in the House.
I only hope his opponents outnumber his
supporters — if not in Louisiana, then in the rest of
Ihe country.
Like I said, I hope it was a fluke.
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Chinese guilty of crimes against humanity
We thought the world was safe from the atrocities
committed by Hitler, Stalin and the Khmer Rouge.
But from the 1950s through the present, the.
Chinese have committed similar unjust acts. They .
intermittently have forced abortion and subsequent
sterilization of any Tibetan woman of child-bearing
age. No matter if she is nine-months pregnant or if
she never has conceived a child, the abortion and/or
sterilization is performed against her will, even if she
resists against the government policy. More
horrifying and unforgettable is the fact that these
women are lined up outside a tent for this procedure
and witness the pile of aborted fetuses accumulating
outside the tent
This account of China's disregard for human life and
human rights was given by two Buddhist refugee
monks in a commentary by Blake Kerr, a physician
who went on a U.S.-Tibetan medical expedition in
1987. Through this experience and his interviews
with Tibetan doctors, nurses, and refugees, Kerr grew
knowledgeable of the Chinese birth control operation
in Tibet. He wrote a Washington Post commentary
because there are continuing reports of such policies
continuing in Tibet today.
The U.S. Congress has acknowledged the
significance of the reports, only to have requests for
investigation denied.
Also in the commentary is an account by a Tibetan
policeman who works in the capital police force,
which is mostly Chinese. Monks are often prisoners,
because they represent the old religious values of the
Tibetans — values that the Chinese outwardly have
eradicated.

Rebellious prisoners are "stripped naked and beaten.
The police are free to beat the prisoners to death."
There are special methods to break joints, and police
also use rifle butts and rocks. "If a prisoner dies
during the beatings... it is the prisoner's fault"
China has not commented publicly on the validity of
accounts such as the ones above. The Reagan
Administration was aware of the reports of human
rights violations, but the Chinese threatened that
U.S. action would endanger "business and military
interests."

Is it far-fetched to assume that the Chinese
government admitted its guilt by asking the United
States not to mention its probable violations against
Tibet?
As communist China gained power in the 1940s,
Tibetan military efforts and demonstrations could not
save Tibet's independence. Gradually, communist
China destroyed much more than Tibet's
independence, eradicating centuries of the Tibetan
government, culture and Buddhist religion.
Unscrupulously, Chinese doctors perform the
abortions and sterilizations of women for money.
They have the sinister audacity to charge the women

an equivalent of six months' salary for each operation
— even if performed against their will. There are two
types of Chinese birth control teams; one in
hospitals and another that travels to villages,
performing the procedures in tents.
If the Chinese are implementing a type of
population control policy, no explanation has been
given for the torture of Tibetan prisoners. I assume,
though, that the extreme "birth control" practices in
Tibet could not have been applied to people of their
own country.
It is difficult for me to believe the Chinese people
support such cruelty in Tibet — perhaps they simply
do not know their government is committing such
horrors. If they are aware of such activity, then most
are subdued.
I find it ironic that the Chinese Communist Party
finds it imperative to commit such terrifying acts
when they stand by a basic principle of
Confucianism: a good leader is only as good as his
morality. Confucianism never was applied to different
religions, only to different social positions.
In their efforts to modernize China, government
officials have exhibited a nightmarish, antiquated
outlook towards the Tibetan people and other Chinese
dissidents, such as Fang Lizhi.
The Chinese are scared of publicity of their birth
control policy in Tibet; the only possible explanation
for such fear is guilt. For if Chinese are not
controlling birth, they are murdering children and an
entire culture. We should use the power of free speech
to publicize the allegations so that some
investigation or public statement by China is made.
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FOCUS
The JMU Life Science Museum

A basement full of butterflies and birds
By David Noon

staff writer

JMU has a museum — believe it or
not, as Robert Ripley used to say.
The JMU Life Science Museum, as
it's known officially, operates out of
the off-campus Smith Hall and has been
stricken with anonymity since its
beginnings nearly six years ago. Few
students know of its presence, and even
many biology students remain unaware
that the facility exists.
Located in the lower level of Smith,
the tiny, yet dense gallery contains
thousands of species of butterfly,
several live reptiles, Indian artifacts,
stuffed mammals and enough feathered
creatures to look like an overkill of
Hitchcock's "The Birds."
The butterfly collection formed the
core of the museum when it first was
established in 1983. Completed in 1963
by William Plumb, a Bridgcwater
resident, the collection includes nearly
2,500 species from 42 countries.
John Plumb, now a professor at
Auburn University, donated his father's
collection to Dr. James Grimm, JMU
biology professor and director of the
museum, because he had worried about
damage and thought a museum could
better preserve them.
After the Plumb donation, a boiler
room at Burruss Hall served as the first

home for the displays. The space
allocations were minimal, and most of
the artifacts spilled into the hallways
because of lack of room.
Starting then, the museum, for the
most part, became a student-run project.
Doug Toli, a biology major who now
works at the museum as part of a
work-study program, explained that the
displays expanded over the years thanks
to student efforts.
"In 1984 or '85, Mark Rcnaldi, who
was a student here, started the live
reptile section from pets that he and
other students owned," Toti said. "That
eventually became one of the most
popular sections we had."
But when renovations began at
Burruss, the museum sold most of the
reptiles for fear of not having space to
accommodate them when the new
location was chosen.
Efforts now are being made to rebuild
the reptile section to its previous level,
though the only creatures remaining
from Burruss are a boa constrictor and a
few smaller reptiles.
The move to Smith Hall took place
last summer, and the facility opened
officially in October. The museum
benefits from the increased space and
centralization at the new site, though
there are countless mounts and displays
that remain in storage.

Doug Toti shows off one of the few snakes left after the move.
"At Burruss, Dr. Grimm frequently
had to turn things down because there
was no more space to put them in and
leaving them in storage would have
been more damaging," Toti said.
"Even now, the closets are full —

Staff photos by LAWRENCE JACKSON

The museum, located in the basement of Smith Hall, is virtually stulfed with wildlife displays.

we've got at least 15 more insect cases
lying around, plus a number of stuffed
birds and mammals we just don't have
any room for. There's no available
space for expansion right now, but we
could if it were offered."
Even though the rooms at the Life
Science Museum are packed with
displays, plans have been made for
additions. Toti has been working on an
immature insect display, the geology
department has made arrangements to
donate a stock of Indian artifacts from
the Ohio Valley, and other students
who work at the museum are in the
midst of composing displays and
projects of their own.
Joe Ivers and Kurt Collier, who work
at the museum through their Biology
495 (Biology Techniques) class, will be
creating a live display containing
typical pond life.
"We're going to make part of a river
bed which will be made up of two
tanks," Collier said. "The first tank is
going to have underwater life — spiked
blucgills, bass, trout — and the other
tank will have what can be found near
the water's edge, like salamanders,
snails and crayfish."
Although many of the items in the
display rooms, such as the boa
constrictor and the mounted rhea, can't
be found naturally in the United States,
most can be found at one time or
another within the area. Red-tailed
hawks, turkey vultures and other birds
See MUSEUM page 13>-
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Gospel

'Dedicated to uplifting and glorifying God through song'

By Kari Burr
staff writer

At the very least, they've got music — music with
four-part harmonics and upbeat tempos.
But they've also got a message.
The 80-mcmbcr Contemporary Gospel Singers,
which is the largest minority student group on
campus, has the Gospel and the word of the Lord,
which they spread through song at every performance.
It's a group of "young people dedicated to uplifting
and glorifying God through song,1' said president
Bobby Faison.
Open to all students, regardless of race or religious
denomination, the group is "considered a Christian
organization — we're not considered a black
organization," said Lisa Winn, head director of the
choir.
"It's primarily black, but we do have white
members in the choir."
Their songs are modem and upbeat, getting away
from the traditional Negro spirituals, Faison said.
Performances have an informal air, allowing the
•music simply to flow with emotion.
"Gospel music is basically improvisation,
ad-libbing," Winn said. "We don't read music and
there's no set structure as far as following music, we
just sing."
To teach music to the group, Winn sings individual
harmony parts to the members, allowing everyone to
lcam the songs without having to read music.
The group rehearses once a week, and members
have developed a closeness from the time they spend
working together on their common goal — spreading
their message through the music.
"We come together because we have one purpose in
mind. We pray together . . . like a family to pray for
our brothers and sisters and people throughout the
campus," Faison said.
Singing the Gospel can provide spiritual and
emotional support for members of the group as well

Staff photo by BRETT ZWERDLING
The Contemporary Gospel Singers performed in the Phillips Center Saturday.

as the audience, freshman member Chella Drew said.
"It makes you feel so much better, like something
is lifted off of you. It's very cleansing."
JMU graduate Daniel Robertson spoke to the group
last week as part of several events marking
Contemporary Gospel Singers Week. "The main
thing I miss from school is the choir," he said.
Robertson, a former JMU football player planning
to enter the ministry, encouraged everyone to see the
Singers perform.

Also in recognition of Contemporary Gospel
Singers Week, the Singers sponsored a talent show,
watched a guest group perform and performed at First
Baptist Church in Harrisonburg.
The Annual Gospel Extravaganza, another event,
featured Gospel singers from the College of Willian
and Mary and performances by JMU alumni.
The Singers perform at several campus events
during the year, travelling to spread its message and
music. A trip to Fredericksburg is planned for March.

Museum
> (Continued from page 12)

not frequently associated with Virginia
are, in fact, quite common.
"You'd be surprised by which ones
can actually be found in Harrisonburg,"
Toti said. "Not all of them may reside
here on a permanent basis, but they at
least pass through. We even went out
to Newman Lake one day with my
ornithology class and saw seagulls
flying around, so you never know what
you might find."
The abundance of local specimens
underlies the main purpose of the
museum, which, Toti said, involves
educating those who visit rather than
merely showing them the displays.
Tour groups from area elementary and
secondary schools visit regularly in
groups ranging in size from fewer than
10 to more than 100 students.
The increase in student volunteers
during the last year has better equipped
the museum to handle student groups,
and the goal of teaching the children

who visit has worked its way into the
tours themselves.
"Right now we're setting up a
program which gives the kids little
quizzes so they can learn a little more
about the animals here," said Rosie
Robinctte, who also works at the
museum.
"We just want to make sure that they
leam something when they come —
some of the questions are designed to
make them think about what they see

during the tour."
Toti estimated that nearly 1,500
students, some from as far away as
Washington, D.C., and West Virginia,
visit the Life Science Museum each
semester.
"The school tours are fairly steady,
especially during the warmer months,"
he said.
"Since we moved to Smith we've
even had some local people come in,
which is good. They've kind of been

Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON

spreading the word that we're here, and
we're really pleased that that's
happening."
Though the community is becoming
more aware, the museum suffers from a
lack of student awareness that disturbs
the students who work there.
"The biggest thing is for people to
know that we're here," said Meg
Randcls, a student volunteer. "The first
time I came in here, I must have spent
about four hours wandering around
looking at everything."
Plans involve returning the museum
to Burruss Hall once renovations arc
completed, though a decrease in space
seems likely. Displays once again may
be pushed back into the hallways, a
move that Toti said "would be a real
shame."
And it doesn't take a Robert Ripley to
figure that out.
The Life Science Museum is open
Monday 10 a.m. - 2 p.m., Tuesday
noon - 2 p.m., Thursday 11 a.m. - 4
p.m. and Friday 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

—
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ASSESSMENT TESTING

hey hillside
Neighborhood
staff
have you, been

ALL STUDENTS WITH 43 THROUGH 64 CREDITS

Wednesday, March 15
You will be tested
in the following
room:

At the
following
time:

0,1
5,6

Grafton - Stovall Theatre
Grafton - Stovall Theatre

1:00p.m.
4:15p.m.

2
7

Miller 101
Miller 101

1:00p.m.
4:15p.m.

3
8

Harrison A206
Harrison A206

1:00p.m.
4:15p.m.

4
9

Blackwell Auditorium*
Shenandoah Room*

1:00p.m.
4:15p.m.

If the last digit of
your student ID
number is:

* Blackwell Auditorium in Moody Hall
Shenandoah Room in Chandler Hall

told^kriely^...
♦

♦

Questions? Call the Office of Student
Assessment at 568-6706. Thank you
for helping us make JMU an even better
community!

♦

and ^appreciate
all of your hard

work!!

^
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Summer is Coming Soon, So Get Ready NOW!
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' PLUS A LABOR DAY BONUS PLAN
Kings Dominion Offers:
• Opportunities to Advance
• Time Off for Vacation

Excellent Pay

• Employee Activities
A Great Working Environment

Don't Wait! Apply TODAY
At the Kings Dominion Personnel Office
Interview Hours:
Monday - Saturday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
For More Information Write
Kings Dominion Personnel Department • Box 166 • Doswell, VA 23047
Or Call (804) 876 - 5145
EOE
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SPORTS
Dukes win, ready for Hampton
By Dave Washburn
sports editor

^__

The battles have been waged, the
sides have been chosen, and the lines
have been drawn — war is near for the
JMU men's basketball team.
After recording an impressive 85-68
victory over Liberty Monday evening in
their last home game of the year, the
Dukes have turned their eyes eastward
towards Hampton for this weekend's
I Colonial Athletic Association
tournament.
But for this JMU group, the sun and
surf of the beach will be the farthest
thing from its mind. At stake for the
Dukes and the seven other squads is an
invitation to "the big party," the
NCAA tournament.
"We've got to get ready, starting right
now, for [North Carolina] Wilmington,
[JMU's first-round opponent in the
tournament]," said JMU head coach
Lefty Driesell after the Dukes' win over
Liberty.
"I said before the season started that
our goal was to try to win the
conference tournament. We've got a
shot at probably playing two teams
[Willmington and Richmond] that have
beaten us twice, so we've got the
revenge motive."
And what does Driesell think about
the fatigue problems the thin-benched
Dukes may have if they would get to
the finals?
"We're going down there to win it, so
we're going to have to play some
people," Driesell said. "[But] if we ever
got to the finals, these guys would be
so pumped up . . . they'd play two
straight games of 40 minutes.
"You guys probably listen to Billy
Packer on TV about depth and stuff.
But I think if a guy can't play 40
minutes, he ain't much of a player. For
my guys, games are like fun 'cause we
work a lot harder in practice than we do
in the games."

JMU needed that blue-collar effort
against a tough and pesky Liberty team.
The Flames, who already had given
CAA teams George Mason and East
Carolina everything they wanted and
more before losing both contests earlier
in the year, kept stride for stride with
the Dukes in the first 20 minutes.
Sparked by three tri-fectas from
forward Charles Richardson and a
variety of spinning drives and jumpers
from guard Bailey Alston, Liberty
played JMU to a 37-37 deadlock at the
half. But the second half would belong
to the Dukes, specifically, JMU seniors
Anthony Cooley and Ken Halleck, both
of whom were playing in their final
game at the Convocation Center.
After an Alston jumper brought the
Flames to within three at 54-51 with
11:18 left, the senior duo took control.
Halleck canned a three-pointer from the
top of the key to increase the lead to
57-51, before sinking a 15-footer off
the break to expand the JMU advantage
to 59-51.
"It felt good to be able to go out there
and show what I could do," Halleck
said. "I've been in a little bit of a
shooting slump the last two games . . .
so it was good for my confidence that I
hit [the shots]. It gives me a good
frame of mind going into the
tournament and hopefully things can
build from here."
Following a Liberty timeout,
Cooley, off a steal by Troy Bostic,
broke away from the pack for a
sweeping right-hand layup and foul (hat
brought the crowd to its feet and the
Flames to their knees.
"In the first half, we were just trading
baskets," Cooley said. "It wasn't as if
they had a 6-foot-10 post player
dominating. They were basically
lowering their head and taking it to the
hole.
Staff photo by MARK MANOUKIAN
See CAA page 16 >•

Center Barry Brown shoots for two of his 11 first-half points.

Seniors end careers in typical winning fashion
By Eric Vazzana
and John R. Craig
staff writers

Last year's JMU women's basketball
team leader Sydney Beasley called the
scorer's table just prior to the Dukes'
final home game against Mount Saint
Mary's Wednesday evening at the
Convocation Center. Beasley's call
from Japan was to simply wish her
former teammates luck in their matchup
with the Mountaineers.

But the Dukes already had their own
four-leaf clover in the form of seniors
Diane Budd, Donna Budd, Carolin
Dehn-Duhr and Missy Dudley. The
quartet, who tied the all-time JMU class
record for wins at 104 with its 85-53
drubbing of Mount Saint Mary's, was
playing for the final time on the
Convocation hardwood.
The Dukes improved to 21-3 and
recorded their 37lh consecutive home
victory. The Mountaineers fell to 17-9
as they endured their worst defeat ever.

"Everybody that was here felt like I
did; we wanted to say 'thanks' for all
that they contributed to our program,"
said JMU head coach Shelia Moorman.
"I was real pleased. I felt that [the
seniors] did a real good job, in
particular. I was happy for them in their
guaranteed opportunity to play in the
Convo."
With JMU ahead 37-23 at
intermission, the senior attack took
over and put an exclamation point on
their season. With 10:56 to play.

Dehn-Duhr converted a layup off her
own miss to give the Dukes a 24-point
bulge. Dehn-Duhr then followed with a
short eight-footer, before Donna Budd
tipped in an offensive rebound to
increase the advantage to 68-40.
Diane Budd got into the act as she
converted on a layup, and soon after,
Donna Budd. and Dudley both drilled
jumpers to end a 12-2 run and seal the
victory for the Dukes.
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Seniors express good-byes with career highs
patience paid off.
"He wants to coach, maybe be an
assistant coach, so he said he wanted to
play and see what he could do," Driesell
said. "I'm glad he did."

By Matt Wasnlewski
staff writer

Co-captains Ken Halleck and
Anthony Cooley made their final
appearance on the Convocation Center
hardwood during senior night Monday.
JMU head coach Lefty Driesell
presented Halleck and Cooley with
plaques prior to tip-off. Former JMU
center Thorn Brand was also honored for
his past accomplishments.
Cooley finished the game with a
career-high seven assists, which
complimented his nine points and 10
rebounds. Halleck finished with a
career-tying 11 points and four assists.
Cooley has been a surprise for
Driesell, providing some much-needed
depth and leadership for the
inexperienced Dukes. He finished the
regular season with a team-high 201
rebounds, and needs only nine more to
move into the top 10 JMU rebounders
of all time. He also ended up fourth in
individual scoring this year with 334
points.
"1 hadn't seen [Cooley] play until
October 15th," Driesell said. "I was
initially impressed with his hustle. He
played hard. He has a way of coming
around.
"I wasn't expecting Anthony to do
that much, but he's really done a super
job," Driesell said. "He gives you 100
percent. He's not the most talented
player in the world, but he's a good
athlete."
When Claude Ferdinand needed to
come out for a breather, Cooley picked

Halleck said he was pleased with the
win and the opportunity to start, and,
more importantly, the opportunity to
prove to Driesell he could play at the
college level.
"It felt good to get a chance to go out
there and show from the beginning that
I could do it," Halleck said. "I don't
think it'll be like that next game, but it
was fun for a game and I'm glad it
worked out.

Staff photos by MARK MANOUKIAN

Seniors Anthony Cooley [left] and Ken Halleck went out In
fine fashion as both had career highs in their last home game.
up his man. Liberty's Bailey Alston,
the game's high scorer with 27 points,
and effectively shut him down.
"To be honest with you, I didn't
approach [the game] any differently,"
Cooley said. "It didn't hit me until that
final minute when I was taken out We
had the victory pretty much locked up,
and at that point, it felt really good."
•Halleck, who has been a key player in
the Dukes' 88-89 campaign, started his
first game of the season at the point

against the Flames. The Clark, N.J.,
native who has backed up Kenny
Brooks for most of the year, leads the
Dukes from three-point land with a
.478 average, and has hit on 22-of-23
free-throw attempts this season.
Before the season began, Driesell told
Halleck that he might be better off
"concentrating on his academics." But
Halleck thought otherwise, and, with
the transfer of Keith McMillan,

"But right from the start, when
[DricsellJ said to concentrate on my
school work, that this was going to be
my last year, it really didn't get me
down," Halleck said. "I'm not the type
of person that gets down like that. I'm
not a flashy player, so I don't impress
people right off the bat. [But] it was a
big honor when coach made me a
co-captain and I just tried to build on it
from there."
According to Halleck, whose family
was in attendence, the win was a good
note to end on.
"The big thing was just playing well
in front of my parents and family,"
Halleck said. "For three years I had a
tough time, and [my parents] have
always stuck by me. It was nice to play
a good last game for them."

Tennis team gets revenge in season debut
By Kit Coleman

staff writer

The JMU men's tennis team opened
its spring season on a positive note as
the Dukes recorded an impressive 6-2
victory over Washington & Lee, the
defending Division III national
champions, Tuesday at the Valley
Wellness Center. Usually nine matches
are played, but weather conditions
caused play to be moved indoors, and
one singles match was not completed.
The Generals defeated JMU last year
and Dukes' head coach Richard Cote
said he didn't know what to expect from
either team.

"They are a good team. We went into
the match cautiously, yet
optimistically," Cote said. "We are
definitely in good shape physically and
mentally, but we need to work more on
confidence."
The Dukes took four of six singles
matches as sophomore number three
Dave Swartz overcame Washington &
Lee's Robert Haley 6-4, 6-2, and Lee
Bell inched by Bill Meadows 6-2, 6-7
[7-4], 6-4 at the number four spot.
"When I was down 3-1,1 was really
worried I would lose," Bell said. "I'm
relieved I won."
JMU sophomores Steve Secord and
Matt Goetz also recorded wins in their

in their singles matchups. Secord, the
team's captain and number five player,
defeated Reid Manley in an easy two
sets, 6-1, 6-2 before Goetz rallied past
Tom Mazziotu 6-2, 6-2 at number six.
"I felt pretty good," Secord said.
"We've been practicing a lot and that
helps."
JMU's number one player, Mark Brix
was unable to muster a win over
W&L's John Morris, as he fell in two
sets, 6-4, 7-6 [7-21. JMU's Carl Bell
failed to finish his match at number
two singles with Bobby Matthews
because of time allowances.
The Dukes got off to a fast start in
the match as JMU managed to post

victories in two of the three doubles
encounters. JMU's Goetz and Secord
teamed up to beat Haley and Bill
Turner, 6-4, 6-1, in the number two
spot while Swartz and Lee Bell
triumphed over Meadows and Mazziotli
6-1, 6-3 at number three. JMU's only
defeat in the doubles matches came at
the number one spot where Brix and
Carl Bell fell to the Generals' Morris
and Matthews, 7-5,6-2.
"I felt we had a disadvantage by
starting with doubles," Cote said. "I
think the guys were a little more
nervous starting that way, but we came
out on top 2-1 and that helped with the
singles."

CAA

► (Continued from page 15)

"So we just stepped it up defensively
and ... in the second half the ball just
happened to bounce my way a couple of
times and I guess the guys picked up
from that," Cooley said.

JMU continued to expand its lead
until the final two minutes, when both
Halleck and Cooley made their curtain
call to a standing ovation with the 1:41
to play and the Dukes up 79-64.
For the game, Claude Ferdinand once

again led the Dukes in scoring with 20
points on 8-for-14 shooting from the
field. Point guard Kenny Brooks had 19
while Halleck and Barry Brown pumped
in 11 apiece. The Flames were paced by
Alston's game-high 27 and Richardson'
24.

The Dukes won Monday's coin flip
with East Carolina and will enter the
tourney as the fifth seed. Tip-off against
the Seahawks Saturday night is
scheduled for approximately 9:15 p.m
m the Hampton Coliseum.
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Rowe's big blasts
power JMU in win
By Stephanie Swaim
assistant sports editor

_____

While the rest of his team was
struggling at the plate, JMU's Dwight
Rowc blasted two homeruns to send the
Dukes to a 7-4 win over Radford at
Long Field/Mauck Stadium Wednesday.
After a three-game sweep of West
Virginia last weekend, JMU is 4-0.

Staff photo by ANDREW RICCOBONO
Mark Jones struck out six in JMU's 7-4 victory over Radford.

Sophomore right-hander Mark Jones
held Radford scoreless until the top of
the fourth, giving up two hits in 5 2/3
innings. The winner allowed three
earned runs, walking six and striking
out six.

JMU look a 3-0 lead in the second as
Rowe led off the inning with a solo
homer. The Dukes added three more in
the third when Rowe got his second
"I got oft to a slow start on the homer and scored Kurt Johnson. Two
weekend, but I just stayed patient at the Radford errors allowed Matt Lasher and
plate and got some right pitches today," Doug Harris to score, making it 6-0
Rowe said "He threw mc two nice JMU.
Both Radford and JMU added a run in
pitches, pitches where I like to hit the
the
fourth, as third baseman Sam Rose
ball hard and hit it far."
scored on a Radford error.
The Highlanders scored twice in the
This was the first meeting between
the Dukes and the Highlanders, now sixth as Jones walked three before being
3-3, as Radford's program enters just its pulled with two outs. Left-hander Garth
Kunklc came into a bases-loaded,
fifth year in Division I.
two-outs situation and walked in his
"I'm not pleased," JMU head coach first batter to change the score to 7-4.
Brad Babcock said after the game. "We JMU's Richie Ryan replaced Kunkle in
didn't hit well and I think part of that the seventh.
was due to their pitchers, but we hit
The Dukes travel to Old Dominion
balls off the fist and off the handles and
just didn't play well. I don't know if we today, before reluming home Saturday
were sort of looking to Old Dominion to take on Maryland. JMU then
[Thursday] or not. But I knew Radford migrates south to Miami for Spring
Break to play seven games in Florida.
was a pretty good team."

Bullpen specialist gets call to relieve Babcock
By Stephanie Swalm
assistant sports editor

There's a changing of the guard in
JMU baseball. But don't look much
further than the JMU dugout to find the
replacement for head coach Brad
Babcock, as assistant coach Ray
Hcatwole was named the program's head
coach Thursday, effective after the 1989
season.
Babcock began his 19th season as
JMU's head coach last weekend, but
will leave the baseball position to work
full-time as director of the athletic
department's internal affairs at the end
of the season. Babcock entered the 1989
season with a 526-230 record at JMU,
ranked 18th nationally among active
Division I coaches in winning
percentage (.695).
Although Babcock had nothing to do
with Healwole's hiring, he is pleased
with the decision. Hcatwole is JMU's
pitching coach and is in charge of
recruiting.
"I, of course, recommended Ray very
highly for several reasons," Babcock
said. "In view of the situation with Dan
Haycock la pitcher who committed
suicide in the preseason], I fell like it
was really important that wc get some
stability in the program right then. If

you look at it, I don't think anyone
could be more qualified — Ray knows
as much about baseball as anybody
else."
"Ray's been doing most of the
recruiting for the last two years,
anyway," Babcock said. "I've sort of
been masquerading as a baseball coach,
doing mostly the on-the-field coaching.
Most of the players over the last couple
of years have been Ray's. I've just taken
over on game days."
Heatwole came to JMU four years
ago as one of the top high school
coaches in Virginia. At Turner Ashby
High School in Dayton, he won nine
district, six regional and two state
championships in 12 seasons, while
compiling a 218-34-1 (.864) record. He
was the Virginia High School Coaches
Association baseball coach of the year
in 1979 and 1984, and received a
distinguished service award from them
the day before he joined JMU's staff in
1985. But Hcatwole downplays his
achievements.
"I think I was just in the right place
at the right time and had the
opportunity to build somewhat of a
baseball reputation because I had good
players in high school," Hcatwole said.
Now that a decision has been made, it
will be easier for Heatwole to recruit

"The players will have to realize that
lop players to the program, Heatwole
said. Over the last few years, it has now that the change has been made,
been harder to get players to commit they have to respond to me in my ways
without knowing who would be and not to Coach Babcock and I can't
necessarily coach his style," Heatwole
Babcock's replacement, he said.
Getting a coach already familiar with said. "I have to do what I do, and do it
the program will make for an easier the way I want it to be done. I don't
transition for the team, but once know that it's any different that much
Heatwole takes over next season, he'll than his. There will be an adjustment
from my point and from their point"
be coaching his way.
And how does Hcatwole feel about
stepping in after such a successful
coach? It doesn't bother him a bit.
"If this would have been 20 years ago
when I started, I would have felt a lot of
pressure," Hcaatwole said. "But that's
not a major concern right now. What I
want to do is try to continue the
tradition and the program that Coach
Babcock has started. No one puts as
much pressure on mc as I put on
myself."
While Hcatwole is embarking on his
new career, Babcock is taking on more
responsibility in the internal affairs of
the athletic department, including the
management and scheduling of the
Convocation Center. Although he'll
miss the thrill of competition on the
baseball field, Babcock said he's
looking at administrative duties as a
Staff photo by
challenge.
ANDREW RICCOBONO
JMU's Ray Heatwole.

See HEATWOLE page 18>
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Heatwole
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"I enjoy adminislration probably
more ihan I do all the facets of
baseball," Babcock said. "I enjoy the
on-thc-ficld coaching , the relationship
with the players on the field, more than
anything I've ever done. To that extent
I'm gonna miss it.
"Competition has been a major part
of my life since 1 was in the ninth
grade," he said. "I think when you take
away competition, there will come a
lime when I'll wake up and realize, 'I'm
not competing.' I'm competing in a
different way in administration, but it
doesn't show up in the paper the next
day — that part's a little scary. If I was
totally self-centered, I might stay two
more years and let Ray do all the work,
but I decided it was time to cut the
strings."
While Babcock begins his final
season as head coach, he isn't looking

for a banner year to remember his career
here. This will be just another one of
his 19 seasons here, with no new goals,
just the old one of winning all the
games he can.
"You can't put those things on the
players," he said. "I don't want a hitter
going to the plate thinking, 'I've got to
get a base hit today because this is
coach's last season.' I never set goals
for me because it's hard enough to go
up there and hit the ball, much less to
try and do it for somebody else.
"The only person in baseball you're
trying to please is yourself," Babcock
said. "I have no particular goals other
than wanting to win. It would be nice
to go to the NCAA's at the end of the
year, but however the season ends after
coaching 19 years is not going to make
a difference in how I feel about what I
lid here."
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• 24 Hour Service
• Vans Available for Groups
• Package Delivery Available

OLDE MILL
VILLAGE

Skiers set for nationals
The JMU men's ski team achieved the
impossible as the club advanced to the
U.S. Collegiate Skiing Championships
in Lake Tahoe, Nev. March 6-10. The
championships will be televised on
cable channel ESPN March 24 at

midnight.
The club qualified for the nationals by
claiming first place earlier this week in
the
Mid-Atlantic
Regional
Championships. Keith Koit/.sch led
JMU with a third place finish overall.

Or

HELD OVER BY
POPULAR DEMAND!
In response to the many requests we have gotten,
will extend the time limit for
leasing at the DISCOUNTED PRICE OF

OLTTL MILL VILL&QT.

PER MONTH until the END OF SPRING BREAK!
OLTTL MILL VILLAQT.

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Saturday — JMU vs. North
Carolina-Wilmington in CAA
Tournament [Hampton], 9:15 pm.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Saturday — JMU at William and
Mary [Williamsburg], 7:30 p.m.

MEN'S TENNIS
Friday — JMU at North
Carolina-Charlotte [Charlotte, N.C.],
2 p.m.
Saturday — JMU at Clemson
[Clemson, S.C.], 1 p.m.
Sunday — JMU at Georgia
Southern [Statesboro, Ga.], 1p.m.

BASEBALL
Today — JMU at Old Dominion
(Norfolk], 3 p.m.
Saturday — Maryland at JMU
[Long Field], noon.
Sunday — JMU vs. Army [Miami,
Fla.], 7 p.m. '

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Friday — JMU at North CarolinaCharlotte [Charlotte, N.C.], 1:15
p.m.
Sunday — JMU at Winona State
[Hilton Head, S.C.], 4 p.m.

WRESTLING
Friday-Saturday — JMU in NCAA
Eastern Region Championships
[Slippery Rock, Pa.], TBA.

MEN'S GYMNASTICS
Friday-Saturday — JMU in NAGL
Championships [Ithaca, N.Y.], TBA.

MEN'S SWIMMING
Thursday-Sunday — JMU in
ECAC Championships [Cambridge,
Mass.], TBA.

WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS
Friday
—
JMU
at
Maryland-Baltimore
County
[Baltimore, Md.], 7 p.m.

MEN'S TRACK and FIELD
Friday-Saturday
IMU in IC4A
Championships [Princeton, N.J.],
TBA.

WOMEN'S GOLF
Thursday-Sunday — JMU in Troy
State Tournament [Troy, Ala], TBA.

WOMEN'S TRACK and FIELD
Friday-Sunday — JMU in ECAC
Championships [New Haven,
Conn.], TBA.

ARCHERY
Saturday-Sunday — JMU in U.S.
Indoor/East Region Tournament
[Godwin Hall], TBA.

is being built with YOU in mind:

• PRIVATE BEDROOMS
• EXTRA LARGE LIVING AREA
• FULLY FURNISHED (at no extra cost)
• DISHWASHER
• MICROWAVE
• ICEMAKER
• FULL SIZE WASHER & DRYER

(upcoming events in JMU sports)

Plenty of closet and storge space
REASONABLE RENT with WATER. SEWER and
TRASH PICK-UP INCLUDED

And, best of all,
it is an EASY 10 MINUTE WALK Al ONG LIGHTFD
SIDEWALKS FROM THE QUAD!
HUNDREDS OF YOUR FRIENDS HAVE ALREADY MADE
PLANS TO LIVE AT OLirz MILL!
DON'T GET LEFT OUT!
Sign up BEFORE you leave for Spring Break —
pay your deposit WHEN YOU GET BACK —
and TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE SPECIAL PRICE!
(After March 13th the rent will be $800 per month.)
NOTE: We expect no construction delays at OLITL
MILL but you have our GUARANTEE that if your unit
is not ready when your lease starts, we will make
sure you are comfortably housed until it is ready.

PATRICK
1

REAL ESTATE

I Ml M..O-,»lf»l.H.T»«»«mt.H.,Wl

1

703-433-2559
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BUSINESS
When the party's over...

Students flood all-night stores in 'Burg
"We've had some weird stuff happen.
"One time when I was working [the
late] shift, a bunch of kids came down
to get something to eat. They noticed
that one of their friends was missing,
and a couple of them started to panic. It
turns out the kid had laid down and
decided to take a nap in the middle of
the parking lot," Glenn said.
"Another time, about 3 a.m., this girl
came in here. She was so drunk she just
pulled down her pants and peed right
here on the floor," he said, pointing to
the floor near the counter.

By Roger Friedman
staff writer

It's 3 o'clock Saturday morning and
you're suddenly hit with an
overwhelming case of the munchies.
The only thing left in your refrigerator
is a two-month old apple from Dukes
and some slimy greenish mold growing
on your icebox. You hit the road in
search of relief.
Your journey is not futile. The streets
of Harrisonburg offer a selection of food
possibilities for any night owl.
Although the 'Burg's variety is not as
impressive as the streets of
Georgetown, it's a much easier trip to
one of the local all-night places.
Hardee's, Waffle House and DoNut
King as well as 7-Eleven and Red
Apple all arc open 24 hours a day every
night. Howard Johnson's restaurant
stays open all night on weekends.
Employees working at these hours
almost always are willing —
sometimes even pleasant — about
serving their customers. Although
some store managers automatically are
suspicious of college students, many
clerks and cashiers are friendly and even
fond of JMU students who frequent
their stores.
Shirley Halls, a clerk at the 7-Eleven
on South Main Street said she likes her
college customers.
"There are some darn nice [college
students] who come in here," Halls
said. "I am kind of fond of some of
them. I've never had any trouble, and
the students are actually a lot of fun to
talk to," she said. "There are some
regulars who I consider good friends."
Gene Dingens, a cook at the Waffle
House, enjoys the college rushes in his
restaurant.
"It's definitely the most exciting time
to work," he said. "You're lucky if you
can find a place to sit on a Friday or
Saturday night."
Not everyone welcomes their college
customers as warmly.
DoNut King waitress Frances Weber
doesn't particularly enjoy the college

Certain times are more chaotic for
employees than others. The general
consensus among overnight workers is
that 2 a.m. usually is the heart of the
late night rush.
"It gets so loud you can't even hear
yourself asking [the customer] what he
wants to eat," said Dingens of the
Waffle House.

crowd in the restauraunt.
"They're sorta wild and awfully
messy," she said.
A manager at Hardee's became
suspicious and angry merely at the
sight of the inquiring college student
writing this article. Although it was a
Tuesday night and the store was
relatively empty, the completely sober
student was not allowed to ask
questions of an employee, even though
she continued working during the
attempted interview. He was asked to
leave the premises after five minutes.
According to Kristi Self, a cashier
who works the 10 p.m. to 6 a.m. shift,
Hardee's has a regular problem with
drunken, loud and rowdy students
coming in after weekend parties.
"We have to call the police at least
once a weekend," she said.
Ruby Slone and Gale Phamatter, both
employees at Howard Johnson's

Author to examine works
Best-selling author David Aaron, a former national
security adviser, will discuss his books, "State
Scarlet" and "Agent of Influence," Tuesday, March
14 at 7:30 p.m. in the Wilson Hall auditorium.
"State Scarlet" examines how the nation's
communication and control systems could falter
during a nuclear crisis, while "Agent of Influence"
explores the world of corporate raiders and secret
intelligence operations.

"One night, so much was going on
— there was a fight in one of the
booths, people screaming at each other
— it was . . . hectic," he said. "I went
Staff graphic by ESSEN DALEY
to call the police about the fight, and
when I came back, I had forgotten every
restaurant for late-night weekend hours, order in the restaurant. I had to recook
showed pained expressions at the about 20 orders."
Although only Halls at 7-Eleven
thought of having to work the late shift
claims to have a steady flow of
the coming weekend.
"Why did you have to remind us?" customers for the entire night shift,
none of the all-night employees
asked Slone, a hostess.
Phamatter said, "Most of the people anywhere have much time for relaxing,
who come in here are pretty wasted. even at 5 a.m.
At the Waffle House, Dingens said
They just walk right in and go sit down
whether [the table] is clean or not," she he's not allowed to sit down while he's
on duty.
said.
At other restaurants, employees
"Sometimes they start eating the food
that the people before them didn't constantly must clean, stock shelves
finish," she added. "It can be kind of and get the store ready for the day shift.
So, when the bar's closed at 2 a.m.
disgusting."
Closer to campus, the Red Apple and the party's over by 3 — and you're
Market & Deli on Port Republic Road not ready to go to sleep — why not
- formerly Mr. Flip's — has more head to one of Harrisonburg's all-night
tnan its share of drunken college restaurants and grab a bite to eat?
As Kelly Evans, a waitress at Waffle
students, according to clerk Jim Glenn.
"I guess because we're right on House said, "Late at night, the only
campus, people tend to come down here things alive are the 24-hour
to find food or meet friends," he said. restaurants."

Aaron, now a full-lime writer, served on the
National Security Council under both Democratic
and Republican presidents and was deputy assistant
to the president for national security affairs from
1977-1981.

U.S. trade to be discussed
Charles Ervin, Director of Operations for the U.S.
International Trade Commission, will speak
Thursday, March 16 from 3:05 to 4:20 p.m. in the

ballroom of the Warren Campus Center.
Ervin's speech, entitled "The U.S. International
Trade Commission and the Administration of the
U.S. Trade Law," is part of the invited lecture scries
program on current national economic issues.
The series is designed to bring speakers of
outstanding stature to campus to provide the JMU
community the opportunity to gain insight of U.S.
economic policies.
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VACATION BOUND?
See our collection of men's
swimwear and shorts by: ,4

Hypothesis: Breeze advertising works.
Test:

Ask any JMU student.

° ©wmk Silvt
Hfflstifimt

Conclusion: To find out how to reach
over 12,500 students, faculty
and staff— call 568-6596!! '

%pse Special

..-:■;:■*-:

434-6433

VhlfeyJWall

lra|

\JE0^m

$11.95 per dozen
$1.00 each
Cash & Carry

:

Thursday ■ Saturday
March 2-4
•Dukes 'Plaza, S- Main Strut
433-7789
tfours: 10-6, 'Mon.-Sat.

c

MfrecCtyys

~M

■ I k»^-=*

•—a- — _l ffSf .
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jfe

FIRST ASSEMBLY
OF GOD

--^^.'J^

MOVE UP IN NURSING. AND IN
THE WORLD. BE A NAVY OFFICER.
If you want to make the most of
your potential, look into a career as
an officer in the Navy*Nurse Corps.
You can move ahead fast
because Navy promotions emphasize merit. And the opportunities
for specialization are just as diverse
as in civilian nursing. Nurse anesthetist, operating room, and obstetrics are just a few of the excellent
assignments available.
You also get the added responsibility and leadership opportunity
that are yours as a Navy officer -

Pastor Jeffrey B Ferguson
Garbers Church Rd & Erickson Ave.
Harrisonburg 433 8687
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:30 a.m.
Evening Service 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

TAKE CARE
OF YOUR
LUNG&
THEY'RE
ONLY
HUMAN.

advantages that will move your
career along even faster.
But that's not all. You'll be earning a top salary with superb benefits. And there's worldwide travel
should you choose an overseas
assignment after your first tour of
duty. You'll earn 30 days' paid vacation annually and enjoy job security
that can't be beat.
To find out more about the Navy
Nurse Corps, call 800-533-1657
at no obi igation, and start your
move up in the world today.

ATTN: LTC, NAVY RECRUITING DISTRICT
2715 ENTERPRISE PARKWAY, RICHMOND, VA 23229-2907

NAVY NURSE.

I AN4ER1CAN
I LUNG
ASSOCIATION
.

\bu are Tomorrow.
You are the Navy.
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COMICS
CALVIN AND HOBBES
LOOK, n TUIS, HOBBES!
I COOLD ORDER AN. OFFICIAL
CHOCOLATE FROSTED
SUGAR BOMBS
■^ BEANIE'

Bill Watterson

SEE. IT HAS A BATTERYPOWERED PROPELLER ON
TOP to© A BIG STAR ON
WE WONT/ ISN'T WiT
NEAT ?

YOU HAVE TO SENO IN FCUR
B* 'PROOF Of PURCHASE
SEALS' TO GET IT, IT SMS.

\

NELL, OONT UGH. TW5 STUFF
JUST STAND ALWAYS MAKES
W HEART SHIP.
THERE, OR
1WSU TAKE
FOREVER.

THE FAR SIDE —Gary Larson
J*4AM3+V-\
iOBft >^ ,

i

GIVE ME A
BREAK TWS
ISUKE
EATING A
60HL OF
WUC CUDS.

BLECHH.\oH,CMoN, THATS
I FEEL
OHd YOUR
<. / SECOND BOWL
.-A. Of CEREAL.

V
r^V

LOOK, rtSAIS
RIGHT ON THE
BOX."PART OF
A WHOLESOME,
NUTRITIOUS,
BALANCED
BREAKFAST."

AND THE< I YOU KNOW WW
SHOW AGOY W SHAKE LIKE
EATING FWE THAT? YITAMlH
DEFIOENCY,
GRAPEFRUITS.
A DOZEN
I'LL BET.

"I told you guys to slow down and take it
easy or something like this would happen."

•LD-

OATMEAL. HUH? YES. WHY
A FJOWL OF
DONTlCWGQ
PASTY, BLAND, DESCRIBE
COLORLESS
YOUROWV
SLUDGE.
FOODSOMEWUEREELSE*

I'LL BET YOU'D RATHER HAVE
A BOWL OF TAST1, UP-SMACKING.
CRUNOAY ON WE- OUTSIDE,
CMEWY-ONTUE-INSIDE,
CHOCOLATE FROSTED SUGAR
BOMBS.' CAN I PCUK ICU <3JME?

NO. THANKS
I'M TRYING
TO REACH
HIOOLE AGE.

WHAT ARE W
HAVING, MOM?
BORING OLD
TOAST AND TEA?

/is

y

11 \

«5*U*~v> 3-2

■Fred Barrett
W£0; W*i* C^HAld "#> /A/STALL

T^CKS Of UNO CUT
m ine CCNW &**&
KW/LL COST g / MiL^J\
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CORSAGES I
B0UTONNIERES,
FRESH FLOWERS,
BALLOONS $
HOUSEPLANTS

TransAmerica
Telemarketing, Inc
is offering a unique opportunity
to represent some of the best
organizations in the country.
Our Client Service Representatives work for:
•National Republican Congressional
Committee
•National Association of Realtors
•Hyatt Hotels
•Sigma Phi Epsilon
•U.S.O.
•C.A.R.E.
•National Car Rental
•A.L.S. Foundation
•Public Television Stations
(across the country)
•Many of the largest radio stations '
in the country

Join our team today!
Call Terri at (703) 434-2311
for an interview. (EOE)

% ..!**
\fi^ D

GAZEBO

2A4S S• MMd

U J

VAU-ey MAL<-

H-ll-SlSim

Vee'S |>Jace

J^L

Hopes Everyone Has A

If you can't come to Yee's, well come to you!
1588 S. Main St.

434-3003

Need Money For Spring Break?

CASH FOR BOOKS!
!

£

s=-^-

-<y

Bring your books to the JMU Bookstore
Tuesday thru Thursday (Feb. 28 — Mar. 2)
8:00 am to 5:00 pm
Valid JMU ID required
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT
The Time To Gel The Best Choice In off-campus
housing for next fall is now! Slop by our office for a
Housing Brochure. We offer the best selection in
Harnsonburg. Patrick Real Estate. 433-2559.
College Station - Female roommates to share 4 BR
furnished townhouse. $185 each. (703) 821-3773.
2 Or 3 Housemates Needed - 11/2 miles from campus,
W/D. $'45/month & split utilities. May 15. Alan,
433-5461.
Walking Distance -Older 4 BR apt. rented to
students for years. True 10 minute walk to campus. S.
Mam St. Unfurnished, $135/BR. Call after 6 pm.
434-3509.
Rent June 1st To May 30 - 3 BR townhouse at 819
Village Lane (Forest Hills). $3000 June 1 8 Dec. 1. Call
Jordan at 896-8888.
4 Bedroom (Large) Apartment on Dutchmill Court.
Brand new. To be completed Aug. 1 st Lots of extras.
Very energy efficient. 4 to 5 non-partyers. Year lease
$800/month. 434-2100.
3 Bedroom (Large) Apartment on Ductchmill Court.
Like new, energy efficient. Available June 15. 3 to 4
non-partyers. Year lease $750/mont. 434-2100.
2 Bedroom Apartment -Month to month lease.
Available May 10. $450/month. 434-2100.
College Station - 2 female roommates needed for next
year. $140-$160/month. Fully furnished. Contact
Janet a: x4123.
289, 291 4 293 Campbell St. Will Be available for
yearly leasing lor Aug. 1,1989 to July 30,1990. Call
433-6047. *
Room Available In 2 BR Apt - May/June. Call Wendie,
432-0242.
Norwood Street - 3 BR duplex. Appliances, water &
sewer furnished. Available 6/1/89. $185/each.
433-8822.
Cottage - Hawkins St. 3 BR. Appliances, water 4
sewer furnished. Available 6/1/89. $185'each.
433-8222.
House - Hawkins St. Furnished. 4 BR, 2 bath. Kitchen
appliances including W/D, microwave, water & sewer
furnished. $225/eacn. 3 units in this house, can take 4,
8 or 12 people Plenty of parking. Available 6/1/89.
433-8822.
.
University Place -3 BR furnished. $225/single,
$165/share. 4 BR furnished, $225/each. 3 BR
unfurnished, $200/smgle, $150/share Available
6/1/89. 433-8822.
Hunter's Ridge - 2 BR furnished, 4 people,
$i70/each. Available 6/1/89. 433-8822.
Female Needed To Sublet Room - From now through
August. Call Rhonda at 434-2982.
Snorkeling Gear For Rent - $20 per week. PADI full
service training facility. Kathy's Scuba, Hwy 11 North,
Harnsonburg, VA. 433-3337.

Overseas Jobs - $900 to $2,000/mo. Summer, year
round. All countries, all holds. Free info. Write UC, PO
Box 52-VA04, Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.
Clerk Typists - Swimming pool supply company in Falls
Church, VA, is now hinng for the 1989 summer season;
full-time temporary employees. Varied office duties
include typing, filing, answering phones 4 some
accounting. Contact Michelle at 703-534-1400.

Swimming Pod Help - Swimming pool company in Falls
Church, VA, needs counter sales people for full-time
summer employment Please call 703-534-1400 tor
more information.
•
Swimming Pool Help - Swimming pool company in Falls
Church, VA, needs full-time summer help - drivers,
helpers, 4 warehousemen Please contact Steve Gordy
for more information at 703-534-1400
Summer Employment - Now accepting applications for
summer employment at the university. Approximately
45+ employees needed for the period from May 8
through August 25, 1989. Positions will be available
with grounds, housekeeping, building 4 maintenance &
moving crews. Must be available to work 40 hours per
week, 7:30 am to 4 pm, Monday through Fnday. $4.00
per hour. No state benefits. A VA state application is
required & may be picked up in the foyer of Hillcrest
House. Closing date tor applications is April 14, 1989.
EOE/AA.
__^_
Exceptional Summer Opportunity - Be a counselor at
Camp Wayne n NE Penn. Warm, fun family atmosphere
Specialists needed in all sports, waterfront, camping.
computers, arts Campus interviews arranged. Write
Box 823, Lynbrook, NY 11563 or call 516-599-4562.
Camp Counselors -Needed for girls' residential
summer camp. Activities include riding, swimming, art,
tennis, hiking, & all outdoor sports. For more info call
Charlotte at 432-0368. Excellent experience for
teachers'
Summer Employment - Virginia Beach! Holiday
Trav-L-Park seeking students interested as cashiers
in stores (3) registration 8 maintenance. Contact
Ginny (804) 425-0249.

Roast Your Buns For Spring Break (or anytime')
Round-trip jet airfare to the Caribbean, $189! Why
hang around 4 freeze when you can be stretched out on
the sand ol a beautiful Caribbean resort island (or a
lovely coastal resort in Mexico or South America) tor
only 189 bucks? Flights go from BWI, Philly 4 JFK. For
details, call Sunhitch at (212) 864-2000.

BBA AES - Happy 211 We made HI BBA MX, BBA
PEM.

Horseback Riding - Mountaintop Ranch. Trail rides,
hourly, all day, or overnight in Blue Ridge Mountains
Call for reservations, Elkton, VA (703) 298-9542.

Congratulations To X<t> Sweetheart Pledges
- Lara, Liza, Carne, Colleen, Michelle S., Gabnelle,
Vanessa, Stephanie, Michelle M., Kelly. Kendall, Kim 4
Susan. Love, The Brothers.

LOST & FOUND

To Susan In Apt. N - No one does The Wild Thing- like
you. Happy Late Birthday from all the guys.

Lost - Gold herringbone bracelet. Sentimental value.
Reward offered. Cindy, 433-6190
Lost - At Melrose Friday night. Ladies' gold 4 silver
watch. Reward. x4784.
I
Lost - Pair of 1960 Cat-Eye Ray Ban Sunglasses on
2/25 at the rugby field. Please return, sentimental
value. Reward! Call Kerry, x5912.
Lost - Thin, gold colored watch with rectangular face.
Lost at The Belle Meade Thursday night. Reward!
Please call Karen at 433 0313. PO 1155

Horizon Sure Tan is your professional tanning center.
Both UVA S UVB rays, all are stand up. No
appointment necessary. Phone 434-1812 or stop by
1106 Reservoir St.
Battery Supply Inc. - Brand-name quality at wholesale
prices. 434-5155
Valley Auto Glass - Auto & truck glass, mobile service
Call 432-0949.
The Widow Kip's B & B In Ml. Jackson - Bedroom
fireplaces. Cozy cottages. $55 tor 2, including
breakfast. (703) 477-2400.
Typing Service - Over 20 years experience. $1 ,50/pg.
Mrs. Price, 879-9935.
Let Me Type Your Papers. Call 432-1975.
Word Processing 4 Spell Check - $1 50/page. Letter
quality. Call Randy, 432-0876.
Professional DJs - Live or pre-recorded (cheap)
Rates/dates call 432-2658.
Making A Decision About An Unplanned Pregnancy
won't be easy. First, give yourself a little time. Look at
all your options from all the angles. Weigh the pros &
cons carefully. Above all, be honest with yourself
Remember, the best choice is the one that's right for
you. We offer family planning, counseling 4 first
trimester abortion services because we believe a
woman should have a full range of options available to
her. Call us if we can help, confidentially of course.
Hagerstown Reproductive Health Services,
Hagerstown. Md. (301) 733-2400. Collect calls
accepted.
Heading For Europe This Summer? Jet there anytime
tor only $160 with Airhitch(r) (as reported in
Consumer Reports, NY Times, Newsday, Good
Housekeeping 8 on national network morning shows).
Call 212-864-2000 or write 2901 Broadway, Suite
10OJ,NY,NY10025

m

To A Nice Guy - Have a great Spring Break. Ill miss
you. TD
Are-Ya-Gettin'-lt? - Easy Tan can give it to ya. 6 - 30
minute sessions for $21 95. Last chance, expires 3/4/
89 434-0808.
Attention On-Campus Students - If you want to live
on campus next year, you must return your contract 4
$150 deposit by March 20,19891
Tonight At The Stock Exchange - Mike Goggin of
SG4L. $2 cover. TKE

Lost -Brown leather jacket out of SPE 105 during
Tweed Sneakers Thursday. Return x7431. Big reward
No questions asked
Found - Brown ladies' leather gloves. Call 433-5526
to claim.
Found - Sony Walkman. Call x6010 to identify 4 daim.

SERVICES
JMU - Have A Great, Safe Spring Break, from Jiffy
Lube!

Mellon - Good luck with your internship! Well miss you.
Visit us soon i Love, The Brothers 4 Little Sisters of

Jennifer, Tense, JIM, MeUnda, Anne 4 Chris - Thanks
for the surprise party at Spanky's! You guys are the
best! Cathy
Congratulations Dan Haynes & Lori Hemdon on your
engagement! L'Buckethead.
ITK4> -All the information you need to be (1 in
Anchorsplash is posted in the house Love.Your AT

WANTED

Coaches.

Used Saxophone 4 Case - For elementary student Cal
434-0388.

Knock Knock - Who's there? Babbs' uvula. Babbs' uvula
who??
._

Counselors Wanted - Trim-down physical fitness coed
NYS overnight camp All sports, WSI's, theatre,
crafts, piano, dance, aerobics, computers, go carts,
general, needlecraft, weight training, kitchen.
914-292-4045 Camp Shane, Ferndale, NY 12734.

Cowabanga! -1 don't know, Babbs. But I do know this,
your uvula better not be on the fritz in Daytona!

Female, Dec. '89 Grad Desperately needs a place to live
for fall semester only! Call Lori at 434-7495.

Ar Congratulates Lara Caputo on her X* Little
Sister Bid.

Female Roommate Needed as housemate for next year.
$185/month. x5214.

Chris - Happy Birthday! Celebration starts Saturday!
Love You, Jil

How To Place A CMM Ad - Classified ads must be
in writing and musl be paid in advance. The cost is $2
tor each 10 word increment (1-10 words=$2; 11-20
words=$4, etc.) Deadlines are Friday noon tor a
Monday issue; Tuesday noon for a Thursday issue. Also,
your name and phone number must accompany your ad
AT Congratulates
IFC recognition.

IX IAKA on

their

Bonzo - 3 words can hurt so much I'm sorry. Angelica.
Chandler Guys - Thanks tor being good sports Saturday night. Window games were fun. Nice 'meeting' you
Amy4Sheila
Michelle Massle - You are awesome. Your Big Brother.

Losl - Happy 19th Birthday! Can't wait to celebrate in
the Bahamasi We toveyou, Komal 4 Mot/.

X<t>'s Scumby - I'd 'rush' for you anytime! Lunch
scon? Do you remember my name? (Hint. Powder House
Drive!)
Dudes - Whal does a yellow sign mean? Love, Your
Mother!
__^_
Ride The Home Run - The fast way to Northern VA.
Leaves JMU (Godwin Hall) 6:45 Fridays. Call 1-800289-7433.
March 14. The Dea Tweed Sneakers. Who could ask
tor more?

Beth - Thanks lor the weekend! You're awesome 4 I
toveyou! Steve.
Up The Stairs Room 183 Sue, Mary, Carl 4 Suw were
at the hotel from Hell, or was it just one unified
HaJtocration? The Black Eye 8 Black Tie.

X4> Sweetheart Pledges - Congratulations on
your bids! The X<J>Gamma Pledge Class

Battle Of The Bands - Register now! For into call
X4814.

Battle Of The Bands - Register now! For into call
X4814.

Pinhellenic -Awesome time in Pittsburgi You're all
great!

Battery Supply Inc. - Brand-name quality at wholesale
prices. 434-5155.

Congratulations Vanessa on your X<t> Little Sister Bid.
Have a great break! Love, Your Big Brother

Tonight At The Stock Exchange - Mike Goggin of
SG4L. $2 cover Sponsored by TKE.

Congratulations

AKA 4 IX On your IFC

recognition i Love, ArA.
Tweed Sneakers - At The Den, March 14. What could
be more fun?

will not be published again
until Thursday, March 16.
We will print a special
career guide March 13.

Squezze - Thanks for a great month. Looking forward
to our future. Love, Boo.
Gillian L. - Always a fantastic time with you! Be Happy.
Congratulations X<t> Sweetheart Pledges. Wei
cornel Love, The Sweethearts.
IX - Get psyched for Anchor Splash! Love. Your
Coaches

An Acoustic Night With Mike Goggins (SG4L)
- Tonight at the Stock Exchange. $2 cover TKE
sponsor
riK* - Get psyched tor Anchorsplash! Let's
be a winning fraternity' Love, Your Ar Coaches.
Joanie, Chnssy 4 Debby
Scott — Thank you for the best two years and — now
33 — days of my life. I love you, really.
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DELIVERS
DOUBLEZZ

2 PIZZAS
RE HOURS
SUN-THUR:
11AM-1AM
FRI & SAT: 11AM-2AM
Four Star Pizza Deluxe

BIG 12' SUBS

5 ITEMS FOR THE PRICE OF 4
PEPPERONI, SAUSAGE, MUSHROOMS,
ONIONS AND GREEN PEPPERS
NO SUBSTITUTIONS

HOT OR COLD
ITALIAN, HAM & CHEESE, TURKEY,
ROAST BEEF & CHEESE, MEATBALL

Coupon******
DELUXE COMBO;
MEAL DEAL V

Coupon^*****

*
*

EXPIRES 3/15/89
We reserve the right to limit
delivery area

»
»
*■

1

Coupon *****

»Ont Coupon
* Per Order
*
*
*

Two Largo QnoJ
Item Pizzas
*
(24 Slices) and*
Four Cokes
J
EXPIRES 3715/89 *

We reserve the right to limit

We reserve the right to limit
delivery area
;****************

*0ne Coupon
* Per Order
*

EXPIRES 3/15/89 *

T

*

*.

EXPIRES 3/15/89

We reserve the right to limit
delivery area

*

*
*

>•<***************+
Coupon******

2 BIG 12"
50

TOTAL

Large Deluxe and
Large Pepperoni
with Four Cokes

*

Plus Two FREE *
16
°* Cups of *
Cok# or
Sprite?

95

TOTAL

*

*

TOTAL

Coupon ******
DELUXE COMBO
MEAL DEAL

433-3776
95
*

*
Large Deluxe and *
*
Large Pepperoni »
*.
with Four Cokes
*One Coupon
EXPIRES 3/15/89
* Per Order

Coupon********

2 BIG 12"
50
SUBS*

*9 || £± TOTAL
*.One Coupon
* Per Order

433-3776

425 N Main St. Harrisonburg

TOTAL

*
* One Coupon
* Per Order
*

Plus Two FREE *
16 oz Cups of *
Coke or Sprite*
EXPIRES 3/15/89 *

*
We reserve the right to limit
We reserve the right to limit
delivery area
*******************
A
delivery area
*
?*****»»»»>»»»»»»»»»

25

433-3776 I
*

TOTAL

Two Small One »
*
Item Pizzas
*
(16 slices) and
♦One Coupon
Two
Cokes
J Per Order
EXPIRES 3/15/89
*
*
We reserve the right to limit
delivery area
*****************

Coupon*******
433-3776 $
25
TOTAL
)ne Coupon
Per Order

Two Small One
Item Pizzas
(16 slices) and
Two Cokes
EXPIRES 3/15/89

We reserve the right to limit
delivery area

:
*
*
*
J
*
*
*
*

Graphic by STEPHEN ROUNTREE

Hi
I hat do you want to be when you grow up?"
■ ■■■Answers to that question consisted of
"fireman," "doctor," "actress," or
"superhero" when our shoe sizes were a lot
smaller and our futures were a lot farther away.
Now the question seems more immediate. It is no
longer a matter of waiting to finish grade school, or
moving up in a reading group. College has begun
and for some, is concluding. The question needs to
be answered soon.
What do you do once you've made it to college?
Should you get right into a major that is related to
your career or follow a more academic route and
worry about a career later? How do you begin to
build a resume? How can you draft a cover letter?
Where do you look for internships? How do you
prepare for an interview? These are just a few of the
important questions college students ask themselves
and others as they begin their search for a career
after graduation.
Stepping Stones is designed with the senior in
mind. Seniors wonder about interview preparation
and resume writing. It is also designed with the

freshman in mind. The first year in college can be an
important one for decisions that affect your career.
And there is something for everyone in between.
Sophomores and juniors will find information on
everything from discovering those elusive
internships to lists of books that will help them find
full or part-time work in a vast array of fields.
Interviews with graduates provide insight into the
current job market and life in the 'real world'. And
there are several resources on campus. Career
Planning and Placement and the individual colleges
offer students help in finding jobs, preparing for
interviews, writing resumes and cover letters, and
other survival skills for use in the job jungle.
Stepping Stones looks at these subjects and others to
give you a more accurate and clear picture of what
the market is like and what you can do to break in to
it.
Finding a job is not just something seniors do. It
involves a four or more year investigation into who
you are and what you want from life and work.
Stepping Stones can't give you all the answers, but
it can guide you toward the right questions.
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STEPPING
Role of Internships
Many departments have internship programs
designed to make students more marketable
to employers, pg. 3

CP&P
JMU's Office of Career Planning & Placement
offers a wide variety of programs to assist
students in their job hunt. pg. 5
Bridging the Interview Gap
Recruiters disclose what they look for while
conducting interviews, pg. 7

Employment Agencies
Local employment agencies offer services to
try and fit the needs of employers and
students, pg. 9
^

Do's and Don'ts in Resume Writing
Guide to helping students create the perfect'
resume, pg.10
Alumni Hints
1987 graduates share their experiences and
suggestions on how to handle the job search
pg.12

Graduate School

Experts say students
need broad education
by Martin Romjue
Today's student can no longer expect
a set career path.
Experts project that the current
generation of students will change
careers two or three times during their
lives, and hold a different job every 3.6
years.
To adjust to the demands of such an
increasingly unpredictable career
environment, students selecting a major
and eventually a career should focus on
a broad education, say JMU leaders in
ihe field of education.
"There will be jobs 12 to 20 years
from now that haven't been created yet,"
said Nina Tracy, a career specialist at
JMU's counseling center. "Getting a
B.A. [or B.S.] degree is not the end."
And education experts agree what field
you study doesn't necessarily have to
correspond directly with the job you get
after graduation.
"It's not as important as students
think it is," said Dr. Paul Kipps,
associate dean of the College of
Business. "Students attach more
long-term significance to a major's
preparation for a job than we want."
The College of Business, for
example, now requires that its students
earn half of their college credits in non
business-related courses.
"A major will give graduates some
credentials to get in the door the first
time, but what the major won't do is
prepare them for a job within the next
15 years," Kipps said.
A variety of liberal arts and writing
courses builds a strong foundation for
those analytical, interpersonal and
self-educational skills needed to change
jobs, adapt to new .careers and
comprehend updated knowledge,
according to Dr. Russell Warren, vice
president for academic affairs.
Warren is leading JMU's reform plan
to make college academics teach such
adjustment skills.

Many options must be considered when choosing
if and when to go to grad school, pg. 16
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Job Trends
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"Students not in a highly technical
major should choose what most excites
them," Warren said. "They should pay
attention to broad skills so they're
prepared for career changes later in life."
Warren cites JMU's rising number of
undeclared majors as evidence that
students are carefully considering what
interests and motivates them most.
Undeclared freshman and sophomore
majors increased between 20 and 30
percent since the 1987-88 academic
year.
"They're thinking more about their
major. They realize they're making
decisions about life, not just the first
two years of their career," Warren said.
Experts say some students initially
compromise a broad education by
focusing too narrowly on a concentrated
field of knowledge they believe will
land them their first job.
"Seniors tend to be so focused on the
first job but forget about the rest of
life," Tracy said. "Anyone successful in
any career must learn for the rest of
their life."
Tracy said she encounters graduates
who become restless in their jobs
within about six months to a year "after
graduation. It takes them that long "to
realize they're intelligent and have many
other talents," she added.
"It's important you're educated in your
major but also about what's going on
in the world and about yourself."
For example, students who want to
understand the increasingly diverse and
interdependent business world should
also study international education and
the social sciences, experts say.
The knowledge needed for career
adjustment and success is directly
related to an education that combines
business courses and liberal arts, Kipps
said.
He added, a degree should prepare
students "to move into an initial
position, but have the depth and
flexibility to modify, change and move
with the times."

Dean Hybl
Stephen Rountree
Kristin Fay
Cathy Carey
Jacki Hampton
Laura Hunt
Susan Jones
Martin Romjue
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Kim Thomas
Robin Anderson
Kit Coleman
Brett Zwerdling
Jeannie Bunch
Dale Harter
Wendy Lorusso
Sarah Michel
David Wendelken
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Internships boost employment opti
article by Susan L Jones and Kim Thomas
At JMU, the value of internships are weighed differently by each department, but the general consensus
is that they are very beneficial to the students involved.
In some departments they are voluntary, while other departments require students to complete at
least one internship.
"I think it's the most worthwhile thing a student can do in terms of enhancing their
cmployability," said Dr. Robert Reid. As director of the department of marketing and hotelrestaurant management, he said the department requires internships, "because recruiters
are looking for as much experience as a graduate can bring to their particular
company."
Reid maintained that having two internships can make the odds even better. "We
strongly encourage people to do a second internship," Reid said. "Students who do two
have an advantage over those who've done only one.
"For example," Reid said, "let's say a recruiter came to campus from a
hospitality company and he had two students he wanted to make offers to.
One had a 3.3 GPA and very little experience, and the other had only a 2.6
GPA but a lot of experience. Chances are they would hire the one who had
the greater amount of experience."
The department of living sciences in the College of Health and
Human Development also requires internships of all its students.
According to Dorothy Pomraning, director of the intern program,
"Dietetic students might be in a hospital or a large food service
business, and interior design students usually work with a design
firm."
Fashion merchandising students intern in a paid position
with a company. "These students usually do this as late as
possible — either fourth block or the summer [after] their
senior year because they try to obtain the internship where
they would like to be employed and it often leads right into
a permanent job, Pomraning said.
Student teaching is the required internship for home
economics education students. "At the present time," she
said, "they're doing an eight credit experience, but all
student teachers are going to be required to have 12 credits
of it in the future." f
Providing the student and the employer with manuals
Finance
stating requirements and expectations during the
• no credit
experience is one unique aspect of this department's
•paid
internship program. The manual serves as a guide,"
• membership in Finance
Pomraning said, "to help the student learn as much about
Management Association required
the place as they can.
•
matches student to employer
"For instance an interior design student may be
• contact: Dr. Arthur Hamilton,
expected to interview someone in top
Finance DepL
management to find out how the business is set
up in an interior design firm. Or, perhaps a
fashion merchandising student will have an
Health and Human Development
assignment about theft, or some other aspect. It
Dietetic Maior:
just gives them the opportunity to ask
•required
questions that, otherwise, the firm might
• 3 credits
not ordinarily share."
• unpaid
Employers are sent the manual prior to
•12+ hours per week in hospital or
intern selection and must agree to its
large food service
requirements if they choose to take a
• usually summer after junior year
student. "We've gotten very positive
Interior Design Maior:
feedback from employers who really
•required
like this aspect," Pomraning said.
• 3 credits
"They like the fact that we don't just
•unpaid
send them out to work — that
• 12+ hours per week with interior
there's a study element to it"
design firm
Pomraning said the internship is
• usually summer after junior year
very beneficial for students. "It's
Fashion Merchandising Maior:
the real world," she said. "They
•required
get to see everything's not
• 8 credits
glamorous. There's a lot of
• paid
mundane leg work and paper work,
• 40+ hours per week
but they also get to see what each
• usually fourth block of senior year
of their careers offer. It's a good
or summer of graduation
and real experience."
HfflTW Economics Maior
• student teaching required
See INTERNSHIPS page 15 >

Graphic by STEPHEN ROUNTREE

Internship Info
• 8 credits but will soon require 12
• not paid
Health and Human Development
contact: Dr. Dorothy Pomraning,
director of internship program
Marketing/Hotel-Restaurant
Management
• 1 required, 2 preferred
• 3 credits
•paid
• 35+ hours per week
• usually summer or semester after
junior year
• contact: Dr. Robert Reid,
Mktg/Hoiel-Restaurant Mgmt.
Political Science
• required of Public Administration
majors, encouraged for others
• 5 relevent courses neccessary
before internship
,
• for credit
• contact: Dr. Devin Bent, Political
Science Dept.
Public Relations
• required as course: Comm 495
• 3 to 6 credits
• paid and unpaid, depending on
employer
• students must get internship on
their own
• contact: Dr. Mae Frantz,
Communication Dept
Sciences
•no credit
•paid
• CIT fellowship for work on
projects with companies
• Only 5 accepted per summer
• contact department heads or
advisors in science departments of
College of Letters and Sciences
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Welcome back JMU!

rO

Hope you
had an
awesome
break!

Large Pizza
Regular Crust 1 topping

$5.99

FREE DELIVERY
NO CHARGE
FOR CHECKS

OR

Medium Regular Crust
(1 topping)
AND 2 drinks!!
Extra toppings $1.00
Drinks 500
Pepsi • Diet Pepsi • Dr. Pepper
Slice • Mountain Dew

Delivery Hours:
Fri. & Sat.
11am-2am
Sun. - Thurs.
11am- 1am

433-0606
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Anna Lynn Bell

Tom Nardi

Mary Morsch

Bruce Matthias
Photos by KIT COLEMAN AND BRETT ZWERDLING

Ask any senior and they'll say the job hunt never
ends. For the Office of Career Planning and
Placement, the job search really is a never-ending
process.
"Every day is career day in Career Planning and
Placement," said Tom Nardi, director of the office for
the past 15 years. He said CP&P is in the careers
business.
Career Connections, CP&P's recent newsletter,
noted, "The goals of CP&P are based on the belief
that career decision-making is a developmental
process which should begin early in a student's
college years and become an integral pan of his or her
educational experience."
To achieve this goal, CP&P has four basic
objectives. First, the staff aims to help students
identify and explore their career interests.
"The second thing we do is assist students with
their career decision-making," Nardi said.
These two objectives are achieved primarily
through use of the resources available in the career
resources library, located in the CP&P office in
Alumnae Hall. "It's a full-service career library that
has information available for students to research
various aspects of careers and employers," he said.
"The third thing we do is teach students how to
learn effective job search skills," Nardi said. CP&P
offers various workshops throughout the semester on
such topics as how to write a resume, prepare for job
interviews, locate internships and conduct an effective
job search.
In addition to these workshops, CP&P offers
special programs dealing specifically with job
searches for teachers, graduate schools and liberal arts
students.
The final goal of CP&P is to link students with
prospective employers by arranging on-campus
recruiting. According to Nardi, approximately 300
employers visit the campus throughout the year.
On-campus recruiting provides students with an
opportunity to explore a variety of jobs and to
interview for positions that interest them without
leaving the JMU campus.
But student perceptions of the recruiting program
often prove an obstacle to the CP&P staff, Nardi
said. Students comment that the majority of
employers coming to campus are in business-related
fields, such as finance and accounting.
However, Nardi said over half of these employers
will talk to students with any major. He also said
that just because a particular employer doesn't specify
their major, students should not assume CP&P
doesn't have anything to offer them.
Student majoring in liberal arts often have a hard
i i i tg |>W searching for and locating jobs qr internships.

D

RGVDNG JOB AID
CP&P assists
students in
career search
by Sarah Michel

"It's often a little bit more difficult for liberal arts
people to make the initial transition into the world or
work," Nardi said.
He stressed that although liberal arts majors
possess valuable skills, transferring these skills to
the work place is often difficult. "For instance, if you
major in nursing, you can go out and be a nurse. If
you major in English, you don't go out and be an
English person."
Regardless of a student's major, Nardi stresses that
the CP&P staff helps students help themselves.
"In our office, we don't place people, people place
themselves," he said. "Our feeling is that the job
search is a very frightening process. But the more
you know about the process and the better prepared
you are, the more effective you can be in job
seeking."
Nardi said that sometimes CP&P counselors have
difficulty communicating to students that locating a
job or an internship is a process, not an event. "It's
an on-going life-long process that we're all involved
in," he said.
Before going to CP&P for help, it is important for
students to be realistic about what the staff can and
cannot do for them.
"We're not magicians. We have a lot of skills and
have been in the business for a while, but there's no
magic involved. It's hard work, it takes time and it's
not something that happens quickly," Nardi
emphasized. "Students seem to want a quick fix and
don't want to spend the time necessary to go through
the process."
While'the CP&P staff is willing to help students
in this process, Nardi stressed that they have no
control over the availability of jobs in the market, or
the decision on the part of employers as to whether or

not to hire a student.
"We [alsoj don't have any control over an
individual's motivation in looking for work," Nardi
said. He noted that this motivation is the most
influential factor in the employment search.
While students do have some misconceptions about
CP&P, they can expect to sit down with a career
counselor one-on-one and talk about their career
concerns. Nardi says these career counseling sessions
usually attempt to help the students find answers to
the questions "Who am I?" and "What makes me
tick?"
Students are also free to attend any of the
workshops offerred by CP&P. "We try to break [the
process] down into some manageable proportions for
people," he says.
Prior to starting the search, students need to assess
their personal qualities and work on strengthening
their weaknesses.
Nardi emphasized the need for students to get
practical experience while still in college, which will
relate what they are learning to things they might
like to do in the workplace.
"Any practical experience related to what they want
to do puts them in a more competitive position in
the job market," Nardi said. He also suggested
students become involved in extracurricular activities
which help develop teamwork and leadership skills.
Nardi said the top qualities today's employers are
seeking include enthusiasm, dependability,
outstanding personal skills, an interest in the work
and strong written and communication skills.
Nardi said the most important job-seeking skill is
networking. "The people who know where the jobs
are that students want are the people that are working
in those jobs today." By making contacts in their
field, students have a better chance of finding a job,
Nardi said.
While CP&P offers many valuable resources to
students, they are continually trying to develop their
operations. In the future, Nardi hopes to develop
certain areas of CP&P such as helping students link
up with alumni. Each year the office conducts a
follow-up study on what happens to the graduates
after they leave JMU.
He also would like to develop the ties the office has
with JMU faculty who serve as an important support
for CP&P. Nardi stressed the importance of the
faculty in the employment search, since professors
generally have more contact with students.
Nardi holds a bachelor and master's degree in
education from the University of Virginia. Here at
JMU, he works closely with MBAs and alumni who
want business careers. He also teaches job search
See CPAP page 8 >
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PREGNANCY
TESTING
Ml APPOINTMENT M.CKNSAKY
QOMP1HTELY CONFIDENTIAL

Marrisonburg Crisis
'Pregnancy Center
4S4-7528
252 Tost Wotfi Strut
yiarrisonbttrg
MOWS
Tutsday- -7{pon To 8 "PM
Thursday- -Xpon To 8 VM
Jriday- 9 XM To 'Upon

TAKE CARE
OFYOUR
LUNGS.
THEYRE
ONLY
HUMAN.
AMERICAN
LUNG
ASSOCIATION

ADVERTBID UN fOUCV
Each of ttWM advenieed items « required to be
readily available lor Ml* in etch Kroger Store, except
at specifically noted »i this ad If we do run out of an
adveniaed item, we win offer you your choice of e
comparable item, when available, reflecting the same
savings or a ramcheck which wil entitle you to
purchase the advertised item at the advertised price
wfthn 30 days Only one vendor coupon will be
accepted per item purchased
COPYRIGHT 1988 THE KROGER CO ITEMS AND
PRICES GOOD SUNDAY. MARCH 5. THROUGH
SATURDAY.
MARCH
11.
1989.
IN
HARRISONBURG WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO
LIMIT QUANTITIES NONE SOLD TO DEALERS

Look for our

Deli-. ^
Fresh
'EiBezology PIZZA
Shop
Hypothesis: Breeze advertising works.
Test:

Ask any JMU student.

Conclusion: To find out how to reach
over 12,500 students, faculty
and staff— call 568-6596!! '

Homemade pizza, with
pizza parlor lasle and no
mess
• Hot and ready to eat in
minutes
• Made tresh daily with
quality ingredients
• Easy to spot in the deli
section of the store

Any Single Topping
Deli Fresh Pizza
12 Inch 20-oz.

Take it home.
Bake it fresh.

No Nonsense
Pantyhose

—— KTS™
Pair FREE!

(FREE PAIR MUST BE OF EQUAL VALUE OR LESS)

REGULAR OR LOWFAT

Kroger
Cottage Cheese

QQC
24-oz. %J w

CHILLED

Donald Duck
Orange Juice

$ 1 09
64-oz. X

WHITE, WHEAT OR MULTIGRAIN

BUY ON_

Kroger
Buttercrust Bread

GET ONE

20-oz. FREE!

Kroger
Skim Milk

$149
A
Gai

NONRETURNABLE BOTTLE, DIET COKE
CAFFEINE FREE DIET COKE,

Coca Cola Classic
or Coke
^__^^_

$1 09
2-ur. A

12-PAK 12-OZ. CANS . . . $3.29
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The most important part of finding a job isn't the
interview, but the preparation for the interview,
according to Mary Morsch, assistant director of
Career Planning and Placement.
Preparing for an interview is like preparing to take
a test, she said. If students crammed the night before
and are ill-prepared, they are extremely nervous and
don't do well. If students have studied, they will be a
little apprehensive but will do better on the test
The same is true for an interview. The better
prepared the interviewees are, the more comfortable
they are, and the better the interview goes.
The most important information for interviewees
to know before going into an interview is their
qualifications.
"You need to know certain things about yourself
and what you have to offer so you can sell
yourself," Morsch said.
Interviewees also need to know something about
the potential employer and tie the two ideas together
in the interview, she said.
"You have to constantly make reference to your
background in relation to the kind of job you're
applying for."
This idea is the first thing students learn in the
"Preparing for the Interview" workshop CP&P
holds each semester.
The workshop also gives tips on what kind of
information to know. Knowledge of self should
include strengths, weaknesses, interests, goals,
academic preparation, work experience, activities,
geographic preference and work habits.
Knowledge of the organization should include
size, locations, products or services, organizational
growth, leading competitors, position descriptions,
training programs, upward mobility and new trends.
Organizational information can be found in
employer brochures, annual reports, trade journals
and publications, informational interviews, current
news sources and requested position descriptions.
Interviewees often perceive themselves on a lower
level than the interviewer, but they are not, Morsch
said. To the contrary, they are on more of an equal
level with the interviewer than they tend to think.
"Many college students view interviews as
interrogation, and they think they have no control of
the situation," she said. "But an interview is a
two-way conversation, not an interrogation."
To insure the interview is a conversation, Morsch
suggested students think of possible questions to
ask the interviewer. "Interviewers hate students who
wait to be asked questions. They like for

interviewees to join in the conversation."
The best questions aren't pre-planned, though;
they are generated from the interview, Morsch said.
But as a backup, students who take the planning
workshop receive a guide to some possible
questions to ask during an interview. The list should
be used only as a guideline to some original
questions and not be asked verbatim.
The workshop also gives other tips such as how
to dress for an interview and the importance of eye
contact.
The main things to remember about dress is that
"people dress differently for different jobs and don't
dress for the positon you're in but the position
you're going for," Morsch said. Bankers usually

An interview is a two-way
conversation, not an
interrogation.»
— Mary Morsch
wear conservative clothes, teachers wear more
informal clothes and fashion merchandisers wear the
latest fashions. So don't show up for any of those
interviews dressed like a student
Morsch said casual eye contact is important
because it shows interest and self-confidence.
Ellen Branncr, an assistant vice president and
member of an interview team for First American
Bank of Virginia, said details such as dress and eye
contact are important but secondary.
"They aren't things we look for," she said. "They
are things we expect.
"I look at how interviewees present their ideas.
They can have a lot on paper, but it's how they
come across in the interview that's important"
Patricia Durham, a 1988 JMU graduate and
member of the three-person interview team, said,
"There is too much emphasis on how to dress, the
looks of resumes. We want to know 'who is that
person?' Anyone can put on a navy blue suit"
Morsch said no one part of a resume is
tremendously more important than another. "A high
GPA is important, but it's not the only piece of the
puzzle," she said. "Related work experience usually

overrides everything else on the resume."
Summer jobs and internships give students
experience and "an edge of confidence — you know
you can do that work because you've done it before,'
Morsch said.
Joseph Biglin, an assistant vice president for First
American Bank and another member of the
recruitment team, said the importance of internships
isn't just the actual work. "We want to know what
you learned and how you apply it"
First American isn't looking for someone who
knows everything about banking, he said. "We're
going to hire a good person and teach them to be a
banker."
v
Activities also are important to interviewers.
"They are looking for people who can interact,
involvement on campus and demonstrated
leadership," Morsch said.
Durham said students need to be involved in more
activities. "There is so much to get involved with
on this campus," she said. "People need to take
advantage of it."
Biglin said preparation is vital for a good
interview, but the major key to a successful
interview is being yourself. "Good, bad or
indifferent, be yourself. Don't try to be something
you're not."

by
Laura
Hunt
photo by
ROBIN
ANDERSON
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CP&P
V (Continued from page 5)

workshops throughout the year.
Anna Lynn Bell, the associate director, provides
administrative support to CP&P and also serves as a
career counselor for students in the College of Letters
and Sciences and the College of Fine Arts and
Communication.
In her contact with students in these fields, Bell
Stresses the importance of experience. "Experience is
real critical — just to get an opportunity to explore
different work environments."
Bell received her master's degree in human resource
development at Western Carolina University.
Assistant Director Mary Morsch works closely
with students majoring in business, living sciences,
math and computer science. In addition to helping
students with their choice of major and career,
Morsch also coordinates the annual follow-up report
that documents the employment status of new JMU
graduates.
"We have a real extensive data collection
procedures.... We send out a survey to all graduates
a couple of weeks after graduation," she said. If they
get not response after the first mailing, the office
sends one follow-up survey and then another. If, after
sending three surveys, they still have not gotten a
response, phone calls arc placed to each graduate.
This report is useful to students and faculty alike.
The report shows faculty an end product. They arc
able to see where students go after leaving JMU. The
report helps students broaden their concept of what
one can do with a particular major, Morsch said.
Another member of the CP&P staff, Bruce
Matthias, received his B.S. from JMU in 1976 and
his master's in counseling in 1979. Matthias

Photo by KIT COLEMAN
Mary Morsch conducts an interview techniques workshop sponsored by CP&P.

currently works with majors in education,
psychology, social work, sociology and nursing.
Matthias has implemented a computerized referral
program to assist teachers in finding employment.
"One way our office can help is when a school

system calls you, which they do, we can then run
this computer program in the major or the
certification area," he said. CP&P staff members then
send out notices to the appropriate students urging
them to contact the particular school system.

S.G.A. MAJOR ELECTIONS:DATELINE...
MARCH 28,1989
Applications for President, Legislative V.P.,
Administrative V.P., Treasurer, and Secretary, as well as
Honor Council President and Vice President available in
the S.G.A. Office March 13 ■ 16
Deadline for ALL applications is 5 p.m. on March 16

COME ON, SEND IT IN!
OPEN TO ALL JMU STUDENTS
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Agencies help match students with employers
also be obtained at the office.
The third service is the Economic
Information System, which is
especially helpful when intially sending
resumes. The EIS can compute any
statistics needed on employment in the
United States.
It can provide
information on the cost of living,
unemployment and distribution of jobs
for a specified area
The procedure of applying with the
Virginia Employment Commission is

by Lucinda Sinclair
Local employment agencies have
diverse services to offer graduating
seniors. The Virginia Employment
Commission has the most to offer with
three divisions of services to assist
college graduates in Finding their first
job.
The first of these is the national, state
and local job service, which matches
companies' open positions with
graduates' skills. The companies post
their openings with their local
employment commission. News of the
openings then becomes part of a
national network of information. The
graduate's basic application is kept in
an active computer file so it can be
matched with positions in certain
geographical areas.
Job Net, a second source, is a
computerized listing of positions which
may be used on a self-help basis.
Listings are current with a new position
showing minutes after it is put in from
anywhere in Virginia, D.C. and
Maryland.
Listings from other areas are added
overnight. Federal, state and local
government" positions are listed in the
same manner. Forms and other
information about the position may

They know their knowledge is on the
cutting edge. They can grow with the
company."
The two local employment services,
Newman Avenue Associates and
Professional Recruiters, offer career
counseling and resume services.
Career consultation for undergraduates
usually is an exploration of their goals
and interests said Elizabeth Hall of
Newman Avenue Associates. It also
entails direction on how to get their

m

) can be the best of service to graduates if
they stay in touch with me for two or three
years after they get their first job."
— Judith Bent

standard. The student fills out a basic
application for data entry and then talks
with a placement interviewer. A
student's application is then placed in
the active file for consideration in any
number of national regions.
Taylor Howcll of the VEC said the
job outlook for '89 graduates is very
favorable. "Many companies are very
receptive to recent college graduates.

SHUTTER

first job. Professional Recruiter's
consultation is $75 and the resume is
$100. At Newman Avenue Associates,
the consultation costs $125 and the
resume is $60. They also will create
cover letters at $ 15 a piece.
At both agencies, the resume is
created after the student fills out a
detailed form and has a twenty minute
interview. Judith Bent, president of

Professional Recruiters are not very
helpful in finding students their first
job. "My success rate with recent
graduates with no experience is very,
very low." Bent said, "I can be of the
best service to graduates if they stay in
touch with me for two to three years
after they get their first position."
She said she is most successful placing
graduates in areas of sales,
manufacturing and accounting.

•

is now accepting applications for
our Operations Department.

Come show us your beautiful tan after Spring Break. We'll
preserve your vacation memories & save you money.
Offer good thru 3/25/89

Stock up on film NOW!

432-9333

Aside from these basic services, the
two agencies are of little to the average
college graduate. However, each has
something to offer in certain situations.
For the graduate who would like to stay
in the area, Newman Avenue is helpful.
However, Hall warns, "The job market
here in Rockingham county is mostly
industrial and this does not lead to
many openings for college graduates."
Hall said.

TransAmerica
Telemarketing, Inc.

1Hour
Photo Lab

1790-140 E. Market St.
Spotswood Valley Square

Professional Recruiters said this process
"focuses them on what they want the
resume to accomplish," At Newman
Avenue the resume is typed on a
typewriter or with a computer laser
printer; however, the student has no
choice in |fe format. At Professional
Recruiters, the resume is printed with a
laser printer.

Mon.-Sat. 9:30 • 8pm

We offer:
• competitive starting salary
• four salary reviews in first year
• pleasant work environment

434-7234
1544 E. Market St.

On the access road
to the Sheraton

We will meet or beat any regularly
advertised price on clothing or gear.
Packs by: Mountain Smith
Diamond Brand
Gregory
Kelty

Tents by: Sierra Designs
^=wE>v
North Face
fs^r\
Rldgeway
0/ (A\ Diamond Brand
Travel Packs by:
Eagle Creek
Sleeping Bags by: North Face,
Rldgeway. Kelty and Wiggles

v." .

Come see us at the JMU Camping Extravaganza
Tuesday March 14 th at the Phillips Center 10 am to 2 pm

opportunities for development
variety of scheduling options
Call the Personnel
Office today at

(703) 434-2311
9 am - 4 pm

(EOE)
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RESUME REMINDERS:
• Formats:
1. Chronological - emphasizes your work history by organizing information by dates. Jobs
are listed in reverse chronological order (most recent first) with a primary focus on
work accomplishments and job titles.
2. Functional - organizes information under functional headings that highlight major
areas of accomplishment and strength.
• Be results-oriented. State specific examples of your qualifications
use capital letters
and/or bold print to
highlight parts to be
emphasized.

• Keep format and verb tense consistent throughout.
• Print on white, off-white or ivory paper.

81/2x11
1-11/2 margins

most recent school
first
• may include in Education:
major, minor, dean's list,
other schools attended,
related courses, GPA in
major, minor or combined
if a minimum of 3.0.

•use action verbs-sue
as administered,
researched, organized!
and developed-to
describe your
accomplishments.

• use sentence
fragments and key
phrases

• an Interest category
optional.

•includes: summer jobs,
campus jobs, volunteer
work

important to
phone numb

• considering room on
the page, may opt to
say they are
available upon request
one page is adequate for
a college graduate. Use
two pages only if you
have had extensive
experience.

if including references,
list three, it's good to
have one work, one
academic and one
personal.

Selling yourself
on paper takes
time, planning
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Message in a bottle...
Some resumes incorporate imagination to attract employers
by Jack! Hampton
Trying to piece together your job
search? Maybe the first step is to take
scissors to your resume.
That's how Alan Malmgren got the
job, as the result of a directed project
for Dr. Robert Alotta at Grand Valley
State University in Michigan.
Malmgren sent out five different
resumes in an effort to see how
recruiters responded to creativity. The
most well-received was backed with
cardboard and cut into jigsaw pieces.
Alotta, now a JMU communication
professor, said, "People can't help but
play with a jigsaw puzzle. It's human
nature. He got a job out of it."
Malmgren also sent out resumes
tucked into Leggs panty hose eggs,
printed on fancy paper and inscribed on
Christmas cards.

"People got upset with the cards,"
Alotta remembered. "Some people
called up angry. They thought [the
cards] were sacriligious."
He said the poorest response
Malmgren received was with plain
white resumes.
Alotta admits the imaginative
approach is not best for everyone. He
advises students looking for jobs in
creative industries, such as
broadcasting, advertising and public
relations, to consider breaking out of
traditional resume-writing boundaries.
However, Dr. Thomas Bertsch, who
holds a resume-writing seminar for
marketing students each year, warns
that even in these fields, personnel
departments might not appreciate such

personalized attempts. "If it goes to
someone analytical, they might
consider it frivolous and it could be a
strike against the student," he said.
Bertsch said he knows of at least one
company in the Harrisonburg area that
frowns upon creative resumes. "If a
resume comes in on colored paper
instead of white, they'll throw it away.
They say it's not professional."
But Matt Thornhill, account
superviser for The Martin Agency in
Richmond, said, "It's possible for the
resume itself to be conservative and
look like you're wearing a blue
business suit, but the way it gets there
can be clever."
The advertising executive gave the
example of a resume sent in a box or
tube "with a witty or clever headline
that somehow relates to their company
and your experience."
He recalled once when a copywriter
position opened at The Martin Agency.
One applicant sent a box with a

headline acknowledging that he would
not be able to fill the former
copywriter's shoes, but promising some
"magic" of his own.
Inside the box were his resume and a
pair of ruby red slippers.
That resume had two vital qualities.
A successful creative resume must be
both clever and relevent, Thornhill said.
"The thing most college students need
to remember is that the resume is not
your life story. Don't put work
experience that doesn't relate unless you
make it relate. For most companies, it
doesn't matter that you delivered

flowers," he said.
Bertsch encourages students to list
awards and campus experiences. But
Thornhill said even these are sometimes
unnecessary. "Put fraternity and sorority
membership on there if.. .you held a
post that's relevent. But most people
know that social chairman of a

fraternity means that you buy the
kegs."
Thornhill also said to consider who
the resume reaches. "When you're
applying to a large company, don't send
it to the personnel department," he said.
Instead, he recommends addressing the
package to a vice president.
"Your goal is to stand out, so it's
better to send it to someone who
doesn't get a ton of resumes," he said.
Thornhill pointed out that a resume
coming from "the big cheese" to the
personnel department will attract more
attention than one going the other way.
Alotta also sees the mailing method
as an important factor. He never sends
his own resumes, one of which is a
40-page binder, by regular mail.
"Why not send it by UPS?" he
challenged. "Then they have to sign for
it, and they have to open it to see what
it is."
Also, Alotta suggested sending a
messenger to hand-deliver the resume,
or sealing it in a brightly colored
envelope.
One of Alotta's former students sent
out graduation announcements to all
prospective employers. After inviting
them to attend the ceremony, he added a
plea for a job. Inside each card was a
copy of his resume. Hand-written
envelopes that appear to be personal
notes or invitations stand a good chance
of being opened, Alotta reasoned.
At Grand Valley, he advised a student
to send her resume in a soda bottle. The
result was an interview with
Coca-Cola.

"The key is getting someone to read
your resume. Having it locked away in
an envelope doesn't really help you,"
Alotta said.
Another way to avoid unopened
resumes is having them "pre-opened."
Alotta recalled a column by Bob Levy
in The Washington Post that presented
a resume in this fashion. A
communication student wrote to Levy,
lamenting over the lack of employment
opportunities for recent graduates. Levy
then printed the student's qualifications
in the column, resulting in 25 job
offers.
Last year two other graduates looking
for advertising positions rented a
billboard in Washington, D.C., and had
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their resumes displayed.
"That's a lot less frustrating than
sending out hundreds of resumes,"
Alotta said.
Professors and professionals alike
agreed that unusual resumes are not
always appropriate. Dr. Harold Teer, a
JMU marketing professor, has had
experience on both ends. "I used to
work for a major corporation and screen
resumes," he said. "Cuteness didn't
attract me. What attracted me was the
meat
I think the content is more
important than the fluff."
Alotta agreed. "Of course I expect the
quality first," he said. "But [JMU is]
not Harvard, we're not Princeton, we're
not Yale, so sometimes we need that
extra little something to get noticed."
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1987 grads offer
tips on first jobs
Maybe it comes down to being at the
right place at the right time, or maybe
it really is who you know. But they all
found jobs in their field, so there must
be something out there for everyone.
Although each of them went in their
own directions, the one thing they all
agree on is that the toughest thing
about the real world is making their
incomes stretch without the help of
their parents.

The Stepping Stones staff
called 1987 graduates to
ask their advice on job
hunting and about thenperceptions of how much
JMU prepared them for
the 'real world.'

remember are to know where you want
to teach and to think out your answers.
You're the future of the children, so
they want to hear intelligent answers."
Geary started at approximately
$23,000 a year, which is comparable to
other teachers' salaries. Although many
complain about teachers' wages being
too low, she^ftlt the biggest problem
for her isThe amount of time spent
grading and preparing lessons. "I go to
reputation, which is always helpful work at 7 a.m. and get home by 4:30,
Earning good grades isn't enough
when you're looking for a job.
but after dinner I'm right back into my anymore if you're planning a career in a
Interviewers always notice where you lesson plans. This job makes college communication or fine arts field.
received your degree."
seem easy."
Getting a job nowadays requires
As far as interviewing is concerned,
Kelly Branham, an elementary hands-on experience outside the
Johnson has several suggestions to education major who now teaches at the classroom.
those on the hunt for a job. "Be Young Life Christian Ministry, agreed
Said Jennifer Batty, an assistant editor
prepared for letdowns and be flexible that there's little time to do anything at PT Bulletin, a national physical
with where you're willing to work, but but her job. "I used to have my nights therapy magazine, "[Internships] arc
remember_.to keep a stiff upper lip, free to watch TV before I graduated, but what does it. They mean a lot to
because you have JMU on your side."
now I have too much to do."
perspective employers." Batty is a 1987
One thing Johnson felt strongly
Branham also agreed with Geary that graduate who had a communication
about was attending career fairs at area one of the most important things to do major with a concentration Jn
schools "to get an idea of what goes on when looking for a job is to "fill out journalism.
and to get acquainted with principals.'' the CP&P forms." As far as her
While Batty felt JMU prepared her for
She also suggested going through as education was concerned, the best part
her field, it can't prepare you "any more
many interviews as possible.
Margaret Geary, another 1987
graduate who majored in early childhood
education, agreed with Johnson. Geary
•• Be prepared for letdowns and be flexible
is a first-grade teacher who has been
teaching in the same school since
with where you're willing to work, but
graduation.

Internships aid
in music, comm

Education gratis
well-prepared
The bumper sticker on the back of the
wood-panelled station wagon states inblack block letters, "If you can read
this, thank your teacher." Maybe we
should thank our teachers. If it weren't
for them, would we be able to read this
article right now? Teachers are our past,
our present and our future. What would
we do without them?
Of course, you'll always remember
Ms. Jones who made you stand in the
corner because you threw sand at
Marvin. Then there is Mr. Thomas,
the science teacher who gave you an F
on your seventh-grade bug collection.
But, all in all, once you look back,
you'll laugh and realize how much your
teachers did for you.
Several JMU graduates who majored
in the education program discussed how
important their jobs are to them and
how the program at JMU has helped
them with their futures in the field.
Dawn Johnson, an early childhood
education major and 1987 graduate,
said, "Everything about JMU was
helpful, including [Career Planning and
Placement]. CP&P kept me abreast of
job openings in my area. It really came
in handy when I was sending out my
applications."
Johnson waited nine months after
graduation before she took her first job,
but was hired after three months for the
second-grade teaching job she currently
holds. "JMU has an excellent

"Interviewing is really important. I
got my job before April first of my
senior year. I went through CP&P, and
they helped me with interviewing. Not
all schools do this for education
majors."
Geary also had other positive feelings
about JMU. "The six-credit methods
class we had to take was the best
experience for me. It was the most
helpful in my training." She added,
"Student teaching was also helpful.
JMU did well in preparing me for the
real thing."
Geary paused while thinking about
one of her interviews. "Interviewing
was tough, but I was prepared. The type
of questions I remember hearing were
those that pertained to situations. For
example, they asked me what I would
do if a child got sick, or how would I
handle it if two children started jumping
off of chairs? Most of my interviews
had these types of questions."
She continued, "The biggest things to
I

remember to keep a stiff upper lip, because
you have JMU on your side.**

— Dawn Johnson
was her semester in London. "Going
abroad has helped broaden my views and
open my mind, which is really
important in teaching."
These three graduates went through
all the processes necessary in finding a
job in the real world, and each one went
through the process a little differently.

than you prepare yourself."
Although she did have one internship
and worked for a newspaper while at
JMU, she believed she should have
done more. She didn't get involved until
her sophomore year, which she said
See ALUMNI page 13 >

Article by:
Jeannie Bunch — College of Education
Cathy Carey - College of Fine Arts and
Communication
Dean Hybl - College of Business
Dale Harter — College of Letters and
Sciences
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Alumni
>• (Continued from page 12)
hurt her.
However, her internship at her
hometown newspaper allowed her to
gain a wide range of experience as she
was able to cover everything from the
city council to personality profiles. She
has been promoted twice, and her salary
has increased from $17,000 to $21,500.
Although music education graduate
Shelly Cook thought her "how to"
classes would help her the most in her
career, she is finding out that
participating in the various ensembles
at JMU taught her the most.
"I got to practice what I'm teaching
now," she said. Cook, who is earning
$22,000 a year, is the band director at
Mills E. Godwin High School in
Richmond, where she leads the
marching, pep, jazz and concert bands.
She also worked at music-oriented and
high-school camps during the summer.

** I know it's difficult
because papers
don't need to come
to us — there's a
plethora of us.**
— Jennifer Batty
which helped her learn how to work
with children.
"All the things with exposure to
children really helped. Now I have 125
kids and I feel personally responsible
for them," she said. "Every one of them
is an individual, and you have to make
all of them feel good."
Communication/ telecommunication
graduate Larry Towe, a television news
photographer and editor earning in the
"high teens" at Montgomery
Community TV in Maryland, also
swore by his extra-curricular college
experiences.
Both his video work at "JMU Today"
and print photography with Milestone
and Curio helped him tremendously
when trying to find a job.
'"JMU Today' prepares us so well.
'JMU Today' will give you a great
foundation to build on," he said. "JMU
definitely gives you background much
better, especially in TV, than most
schools on the central East Coast"
But he added that to be a television
photographer, extra experience in print
photography is a must
"The people who are interested in my
field should not only be TV
photographers, but also journalism
photographers. They should be able to
come and be people who know how to
project images.
"The key is to be a journalist," he
said.
While he said students need the
lecture classes to learn the basics, they

must enroll in practicum classes or every single thing I do."
Towe said "living someplace away
internships to truly understand the field.
"You need to sit in front of a Mac and from home and away from friends and
type out a story on deadline, even if it trying to get a life outside of work" has
is JMU's Breeze, or in the real world been the hardest adjustment
Kenney believed his naivete about the
you're going to choke," he said.
Tom Kenney, director of alternative world has been difficult to work with.
radio promotions for Rhino Records in "I was naive, especially about this
California and a former music business, and then when I found out it
management grad, did not have the was a business, it really shocked me.
"I think that you find out about the
practical experience in college he
wishes he had now.
real world.' You thought that dealing
He said the most beneficial experience with the records office was really Hell..
he had at JMU was playing in a band.
"I should have gotten more experience."
He realizes now that working at UPB
signing bands or getting more involved
with music business activities would
have helped him in his job hunt.
He did, however, have an internship
at a radio station in Hampton where "I
learned a lot." Kenney also got his
current job at Rhino Records, where he
is making $30,000 a year, through his
internship with the company after he
graduated in 1987.
• CP & P did not help the graduates
at all, except Cook. She set up
interviews with various schools
through the office, although the
Persistence and a determination to
interview for her position at Godwin
High School was set up through the work in their chosen field of study got
music department. "They were super. jobs for three 1987 graduates of the
They helped me all along the way," she College of Business.
said.
"In finding a job, you've got to be
As communication majors. Batty and
persistent and sell yourself to the
Towe were in a predicament because
employer," said 1987 JMU graduate
"there's not much help up there for
Jeffrey Couch. "You're a product and a
journalism majors," BaUy said.
resource to the corporation, you've got
"I know it's difficult because papers
to show them that you're the best
don't need to come to us — there's a
person for them to hire."
plethora of us."
Couch, who is employed as an
Towe agreed, saying, "CP & P offers
nothing to television and journalism applications analyst for Reynolds
students. CP & P is structured for Metals Company in Richmond, knows
students who are being recruited, not for all about persistence. He applied for
jobs at Reynolds three times before he
students who have to pursue a job."
Kenney said he tried to use the received an interview and eventual
office's services, "but they didn't have employment

her current job at Intertek Service
International, where she serves as a
price analyst in charge of assessing the
fair market price of goods bound for
Venezuela and Peru.
"I wanted to find a job in my major
right away, but having some sort of job
while still looking took some of the
immediate pressure off," Baud said.
"Like anything else, finding a good job
takes a lot of time and patience."
Like Baird, Couch took a temporary
job before he found a full-time job and
said having some job right after school.

You need to sit in front of a Mac and
type out a story on deadline, even if it
is JMU's Breeze, or in the real world
you're going to choke. **
— Larry Towe

Persistence key
in business field

• The first two times, they acknowledged
my application with a rejection letter."
— Jeffrey Couch
anything. It's aimed for other majors.
For what it is, it probably does a good
job," he said.
• The hardest part of adjusting to the
'real world' has varied for each of the
four graduates.
Batty said it's getting up and going to
work every day, although "journalism's
never nine to five, it's nine to
whatever."
Being "truly independent" and dealing
with problems have been difficult for
Cook. "Yes, there's trauma in college,
but now the incidents that are
happening are so much more important,
life-important I'm so accountable for

"The first two times, they
acknowledged my application with a
rejection letter," Couch said. "After you
get turned down, you begin to realize
that you have to fit their needs, and
that's what I did."
While looking for a job related to her
international business major, Elizabeth
Baird spent 10 months as a manager at
a Britches Great Outdoor retail store in
Northern Virginia. The entire time she
was there, Baird continued to talk to
many people trying to get names of
potential contacts while she made
money at the store.
These contacts eventually led her to

even if it is only temporary, is very
important.
"Employers like to see that you're
employed, to see that someone else is
taking a chance on you," Couch said.
"When you come out of school, you're
under a lot of pressure to find a job.
When I got a temporary job, at least it
gave me some money to get my resume
together and took my mind off of
things."
It took Couch and Baird several
months to find suitable jobs, but for a
fortunate few, the right job can come
along with little trouble.
By using CP & P, Jeffrey Harper had
a job as a staff accountant with Coopers
and Lybrand, a CPA firm at Virginia
Beach, before he went home for
Christmas his senior year.
"It was a nice feeling to have a job
lined up and not to have to worry about
it at the last minute," Harper said. "I
knew that accounting firms interviewed
through CP&P primarily in the fall, so
I got ready right away instead of
waiting until after Christmas.
"I was pretty fortunate that [job
recruiters] came on campus, and I really
didn't have to send out resumes and go
looking on my own. A lot of the
students, especially those outside of
business, have to seek things on their
own, while it was pretty much all
coming to me."
As part of his current job. Harper
spends time on the other side of the
interview table as a recruiter and said
students need to realize that interviewers
are looking for people who show that
they are interested and honest during the
interview.
"We've got people coming to some of
our interviews who haven't combed
their hair or are wearing the same shoes
they wore to the fraternity party the
night before with beer stains on them,"
Harper said. "Lots of times, the first

See ALUMNI page 17 >
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HoStlle 4
lakeoreri
A lecture
by
bestselling author

David Aaron
Author of the bestseller
State Scarlet and Agent of Influence,
his most recent work.

March 14, 1989
7:30 p.m.
Wilson Hall Auditorium
James Madison University
Free Admission
Booksigning at JMU Bookstore, March 15, 1989 from 2-3 p.m.
•30 percent discount on State Scarlet and Agent of Influence
Reception following in Phillips Center Ballroom—Open to public
Sponsored by R.R. Donnelley & Sons Company
and the Friends of Carrier Library
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Internships
> (Continued from page 3)

Pomraning pointed out that the students aren't
lie only ones who benefit. "It forces the department
to keep programs current and relevant," she said,
"because our students will come back and tell us if
there was anything missing that they should have
had for adequate preparation. So it's kind of our
contact with the real world, too."
Dr. Arthur Hamilton, the internship coordinator
for the finance department, agreed with Pomraning.
Within the finance department's internship
program, Hamilton viewed internships as "a
win-win-win situation." Employers, students and
the school each gain something from the program.
This program, which was implemented last year,
is structured to match students with employers.
"We go to the students through student
organizations," Hamilton said, "and let them know
about the program, and try to make it sound
attractive enough to them so that we will get the
best students applying. We're still at the stage in
this department where we're promoting it to both
our students and to the employers.
"If [a student] wants to get hooked up in this
program, the easiest way is through the Financial
Management Association, which is basically the
student finance organization."
Although most students get their internships
during the summer before their senior year,
Hamilton said he has noticed "more and more
interest in employers having a student the summer
before their junior year so that if it is a good
experience, they can do some more involved or
sophisticated work."
Hamilton also said a significant number of
interns are offered employment by their company.
Other schools have their own forms of
internships.
Bruce Matthias, the coordinator of Education and
Human Services in Career Planning and Placement,
works with student teachers of all concentrations.
Within the College of Education, Matthias said
practicums and student teaching are prerequisites to
graduating from the program.
"I work a lot with students." Matthias said,
"basically because if they're going to be off campus
a lot, they need to get some things in order for their
job search."
He said he talks to upper-level teaching classes
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and student teaching sections within the education
department to inform them about preparations for
the real world after their student teaching is
complete.
"Getting a job in education, paperwork-wise, is
a little different than business is. With business,
your cover letter and your resume are what you
shoot for. With education I urge that, I think that's
important, more important than it's ever been. But
in addition to that you have extensive applications.
"We urge our education students to fill out a
credential file, too. Many school systems want a
credential file; that is a collection of references and
student teaching evaluations. [Schools] want this as
a part of the application package."
Matthias said by compiling a credential file, the
student will save time by not having to send out
separate references with each application.
"Student leaching is something the schools look
really closely at. It is their formalized apprenticeship
in teaching."
Students in the public relations department
experience a similar aspect of apprenticeships.
"Students must go after an internship just like they
would go after a job," said Dr. Mae Frantz, adviser
to the International Association of Business
Communicators [IABC].
Although the department does not set up
internships for students, Frantz said they do offer
assistance in the form of advice and informational
material, such as the Public Relations Directory,

which alphabetically lists local, state, and out of
state PR firms.
Because internships are required for a PR major,
students in this area must sign up for an actual
course, Comm. 495.
"Many of our alumni say internships were the
most valuable experience," said Frantz. "The
practical experience is the closest students get to the
real thing."
Students in science-oriented majors now also
have the opportunity to get a taste of "the real
thing."
According to Dr. Gilbert Trelawny, head of the
biology department, the College of Letters and
Sciences now has a program allowing any student in
a science department to apply for an internship-like
experience.
"This is a brand new program," Trelawny said. It
will go into effect this summer, and increstcd
students can check with their advisors to get
applications.
The program, called the CIT Undergraduate
Research Fellowship Program, was set up by the
Center for Innovative Technology. The idea behind
the program, which will accept five students from
each college involved, is that over the summer the
student would work with a company . "In our
particular instance," Trelawny said, " [the project is]
something both the company and the student arc
mutually interested in.
"I think it's fantastic experience."
Dr. Devin Bent, the coordinator of internships
for the political science department said
"[Internships] are valid educational experience...we
like our students to have preparation before they go
out there."
The department requires their students take five
relevant courses before applying for an internship.
Bent said most students find out about these
internships through their advisers and by word of
mouth.
The political science department covers public
administration and legal courses of study as well,
although public administration is the only major in
this department requiring an internship.
"The best part of [our internship program],"
Bent said, "is the juxtaposition of the academic
experience and the actual experience."
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When?
Graduate school decisions depend on timing
by Kristin Fay
In 1953 Ben Fordncy walked away from Loyola
College of Chicago with a degree in political
science. After spending almost 30 years overseas
with the U.S. Department of State, the Foreign
Service and Voice of America, Fordney is back in
the classroom — this time as a history major in
the graduate school of JMU.
He admitted 30 years was an unusual interim
between undergraduate and graduate school, but
advised today's graduates to "get out for a while and
decide what you want to do" before pursuing a
master's degree.
In a society where M.D., Ph.D. or even M.B.A.
after names not only looks impressive, but
indicates educational distinctions and often salary
advantages, more college graduates, like Fordney,
are electing to attend graduate school.

Typical Questions in Graduate School
Interviews
Questions the Interviewer Mav Ask of You:
• Why did you choose your academic major?
• Why did you choose to attend James
Madison University?
• What are your long and short-term goals?
• What contributions do you expect to make
this to this profession?
• Why are you interested in this particular
profession?
• What subjects did you enjoy the most in
college? the least? Why?
• What extracurricular activities have you
been involved in?
• Why did you choose to apply to this
institution for advanced study?
• What are you strengths? weaknesses?
• What have you done in the past that
demonstrates you interest and commitment to
this profession?
• What traits or characteristics do your think
are important for success in this field?
• What do you like to do in your spare time?
Questions You Mav Ask the Interviewer:
• What are the major strengths of this
institution?
• What kind of reputation does this
institution have?
• What are the major strengths of this
graduate program as compared to similar
programs at other institutions?
• What kinds of positions have graduates of
this program obtained?
• What kind of career assistance is provided
to graduates?
• What type of financial aid is available?
• What kinds of academic and extracurricular
activities exist for students?
• Who would be m y adviser?
Courtesy of the Office of Career Planning and
Placement
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But with the obvious advantages first come the
frustrations of financial considerations, graduate
school requirements and postponement of a career.
While parents, professors and peers arc all quick
to give advice, Lorraine Fazio, who graduated from
JMU with a bachelor of science degree in 1986,
said, "The motivation to go to grad school should
be that you personally want to do it."
Last August, Fazio got her master's degree in
business administration. She viewed the decision
of when to go to graduate school by weighing the
pros and cons. The advantages are that students are
already in the study mode and "used to being poor."
"I'm happy that I know I never have to go to
school again," she said.
Conversely, she had to take a couple of months
off after graduation. "I was so completely burned
out."
Cynthia Williams, a graduate assistant for JMU's
Office of Career Planning and Placement, stressed
that graduate school sometimes is "a lonely
existence." The course work is more concentrated.
For example, Williams' history courses often arc
devoted to a specific event in one time period.
* Fazio agreed. She said a graduate student may
have class only three nights a week, but the work
is more participative and research oriented. "You
have to be very motivated," she said.
Motivation has to be accompanied with dollars,
though.
For example, graduate school fees for JMU this
past year were $81 per credit hour for in-state
residents and S202 per hour for non-Virginia
residents.
There are ways to cut costs, however. Seeking a
graduate assistant position, like Williams' job at
CP&P, can help pay tuition costs plus provide a
stipend.
Additionally, students who choose to work first
sometimes can receive tuition reimbursement from
their companies. Anna Lynn Bell, associate
director of CP&P, said the CIA, for instance, has
been known to reimburse full tuition with a
two-year service commitment after graduation.
Some organizations will pay for their employees'
tuition based on a "sliding scale." For example, an
A in a course would merit a 100 percent
reimbursement, a B would merit 50 percent and a
C or lower would merit nothing.
But before investing thousands of dollars in
graduate studies, it's best to invest tiipe in research
and counseling to determine when and where to go
to school. Carrier Library has a section of college
catalogs, arranged alphabetically by state, in its
reference section.
Catalogs also are on CD Search Microfiche. This
college catalog collection guide is arranged by
state and college name with further divisions if a
particular college has specialty schools, such as
business or medical branches.
Guides to colleges are in the L901 area of the
reference section in the library. The library
assistants and the CP&P directors highly
recommend Peterson's guides. They are divided into
five volumes, ranging from business to physical
sciences and math.
The graduate office on the first floor of Wilson
Hall has catalogs for the JMU graduate programs.

Graduate School Admission Tests
Most all graduate/professional programs will
require an admissions test. The type of test will
depend on the course of study pursued. The
school's application procedures will outline which
test to take. A listing of all major admissions
tests follows.
GRE - Graduate Record Examination
GMAT - Graduate Management Admissions Test
NTE - National Teachers' Examination
LSAT - Law School Admissions Test
MCAT - Medical College Admissions Test
DAT - Dental Admissions Test
MAT - Miller Analogies Test
Listing courtesy of the Office of Career Planning
and Placement

It also has information bulletins and applications
for entrance exams, as well as actual applications
for the JMU school.
But while graduate school materials are widely
available on campus, the decison to go is not so
easy to come by. The directors at CP&P agreed the
decison differs according to personal factors and the
area of interest pursued. Bell, who advises students
from the College of Letters and Science and the
College of Fine Arts and Communication stressed,
"It's really easy to use grad school as a means of
postponing career decisions."
She said students have to evaluate their careers
See GRADS page 17 ►
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and determine where graduate school fits in. "This
is where a lot of students get lost if they haven't
given [graduate school] some thought.
"If you need a graduate degree for entry level
jobs, pursue it right away."
In a presentation to a communications student
group last month, Ray Freson, director of public
relations at Blue Cross & Blue Shield, also warned
against using graduate school as a way to avoid the
process of getting a job. "It's time to deal with
reality," he said.
For business majors, Freson said a master's
degree is a requirement. But when he screens
applicants for communications jobs, he said, "I'd
rather see the experience."
Assistant Director of CP&P Bruce Matthias, said
he uses Virginia View, a computerized listing of
graduate schools, to help his students from the
College of Education and Human Services with
career planning.
Education students, he said, often pursue graduate
school during the summers, since they have that
time off.
Students seeking a masters in psychology,
however, usually need to work first. "Some
programs, especially clinical, like to have practical
experience," he said.
Mary Morsch, also an assistant director of
CP&P, said her experience with business advisees
has been to "work first." The best MBA (Master
of Business Administration) schools want two
years of work experience, she said.
Whether students study or work first, applying to
a graduate school is an involved process.
"Determining what entrance exams to take is a big
part of grad school," Morsch said.
"Be aware of what [test] requirements a school
wants...there is no blanket statement"
The most common test is the GRE (Graduate

Who went to grad school?
(based on Class of '88 follow-up report)

66 of 354 respondents from
the College of Education ft
Human Services

34 of 653 respondents from
the College of Business

83 of 416 respondents from
the College of Letters and
Sciences

22 of 240 respondents from
the College of Fine Arts »
Communication

None of 30 respondents from
the College of Nursing

Graphic by KRISTIN FAY

Record Examination), a general aptitude test
similar to the SAT. Some schools also require a
GRE subject test, which is specialized according to
a particular area of interest.
The GMAT (Graduate Management Admissions
Test) is typical for enrollment in MBA schools.
Additionally, tests like the NTE (National
Teachers' Examination) and the LSAT (Law
School Admissions Test) may be required for those
particular fields.
Aside from dreadful entrance tests, application

essays and grades, there are no "fast rules," as
Fordney pointed out, to the graduate school game.
Situations vary according to interests. Attitudes
about school change with time.
"I find my attitude towards grad school is much
different now than it was [in undergraduate
school]," Fordney said.
But then again, after spending more than 30
years away from school, he had a long time to
think about what he wanted to do when he grew
up.

Alumni

► (Continued from page 13)

thing the recruiter looks at when you
walk in the door is, 'How is this guy
dressed up?' You've got to show that
you care enough to dress up and look
nice for the interview."
Harper also said that while a good
academic record is important, employers
also are looking for people who were
involved in other aspects of college.
"It seems to me that most people are
not only looking for the academics, but
for what you've done outside (of the
classroom. If you were in a club or
fraternity, were you an officer or in
charge of any special projects? Did you
work while you were in school?
"While grades are important,
employers want people who did
something other than go to the library."
On most occasions, the first
introduction an employer has to a
prospective employee is through the
resume. For that reason, Couch spent a
great deal of time and money preparing
a resume that stand out.
"I spared no expense on my resume,"
Couch said. "I used CP&P and the

None of 10 respondents from
General Studies

experience I gained to help develop die
best resume I possibly could. You've
got to show employers that you have
what they are looking for, and that's
what I did with Reynolds."

Math majors
show diversity
If reading this supplement from front
to back, you're probably going to learn
everything you need to know to land
that "perfect" job. The processes of
writing resumes, doing interviews and
conducting job searches over the years
has been honed to scientific perfection.
If you don't follow the rules, you
won't get a job. Right?
Well, maybe.
For those who pick a major that you
find can't be used, for those who
procrastinate before sending resumes or
fail to use CP & P, and for those who
don't get called after the job interview is
over and three months have gone by,
don't give up because there's still hope.
The "real world" is full of college
graduates who either didn't play by the
rules and still found a good job, or who
changed their minds about what they

wanted to do after college and still are
content At least two 1987 JMU
graduates from the College of Letters
and Sciences fit into this category.
When Mark Wilkin got his political
science degree, he was all set to go to
law school. But financial problems kept
him from going. So Wilkin worked in
an auto parts store while applying for
jobs as a legal assistant and as a
researcher in the Virginia Department of
Social Services. Wilkin said most of
the time he didn't get any replies.
Assuming he would go to law school,
Wilkin hadn't sent many resumes,
worked with CP & P, or consulted job
placement services.
"JMU gave it their best shot," he
said. "I should have made better
decisions."
Luckily,
he had taken some
marketing classes at JMU, and when he
found out Time-Life in Richmond was
hiring market analysts, he applied and
got a job. Although he expected to
initially make more than his current
annual salary of $16,S00 and hasn't
used his degree, he likes what he's
doing.
John Kasprzyk found it difficult to
get a computer programming job with

just his math degree and no work
experience.
"All of my jobs in college were cake
jobs," said Kasprzyk, who worked as a
lifeguard and a ski instructor while in
school.
"My resume didn't get me anywhere
because there was no experience listed
on it."
Without any work experience,
Kaspryzk found another way to get his
first job as a computer programmer. He
went to a Christmas party with a friend
and met someone who offered him a job
at Sowers Financial Services in Falls
Church.
Although Kasprzyk almost didn't
accept the offer since it only paid S9 an
hour, he was making $22 an hour three
months later.
Currently Kasprzyk works for
Software Prescriptions in Bethesda,
Md., where he writes and sells
computer software packages to banks
from New York to Florida. He got this
job after his brother, who works for
First Virginia Bank and was one of his
new boss' clients, put in a good word
for him.
Now Kasprzyk's brother is Kasprzyk's
client
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Service industry jobs should key economic growth
by Luanda Sinclair
"Service industries will create all of
the new jobs and most of the new
wealth over the next 13 years," the
Labor Department's Workforce 2000
study reported. According to Taylor
Howell of the Virginia Employment
Commission, this comprehensive
outlook was "just released six months
ago." These new jobs will require
diverse skills. Howell said, "Future
employment will be strongly alligncd
with the liberal arts student."
The expected 34 percent employment
increase in health, education, trade,
finance, insurance, real estate and
government will trigger economic
growth nationally as well.
Job growth in legal and business
services is expected to reach an
exceptional rate. Anna Lynn Bell of the
Career Planning and Placement Office
said, "Health care and paralegal will be
the hot fields in the near future."
Accordong to May 1988 Career
Movement and Management Facts
Report, "The number of paralegal
personnel - the fastest growing
occupation - is expected to double.
Twelve of the twenty fastest growing
occupations will provide health
services."

The workforce in
America is aging and
diverging... (Companies)
are tapping into women,
older workers, minorities,
and Hispanics."
- Elizabeth Hall
Areas with expected gains of
employment at 26 to 27 percent arc
retail and wholesale trade, finance,
insurance and real estate. Bell said,
"There is a lot of opportunity in small
growing companies."
Government, transportation,
communication and public utilities
employment are expected to gain nine
percent by the year 2000. Bell said,
"With the federal government cutbacks
particularly in the Reagan
Administration, there are opportunities
in government, but they are much more
limited. The opportunities are in the
technical fields of government such as

TransAmerica
Telemarketing, Inc
is offering a unique opportunity
to represent some of the best
organizations in the country.
Our Client Service Representatives work for:
•National Republican Congressional
Committee
•National Association of Realtors
•Hyatt Hotels
•Sigma Phi Epsilon
•U.S.O.
•C.A.R.E.
•National Car Rental
•A.L.S. Foundation
•Public Television Stations
(across the country)
•Many of the largest radio stations
in the country

Join our team today!
Call Terri at (703) 434-2311
for an interview. (EOE)

computer services and arms
procurement." Most of the JMU
graduates go into private industry Bell
also said.
Managerial employment is expected
to rise 29 percent while requirements
for these positions rise also. Computer
skills, experience or graduate study are
increasingly more important for the
initial position and future advancement
in the company. Howell said, "More
and more different jobs are created every
year. Employees must be keyed into the
technology to get them."

**More and more
different jobs are
created every year.
Empioyees must be
keyed into the
technology to
get them. §•
— Taylor Howell

Changes in the makeup of the work
force are expected as well. Elizabeth
Hall of Newman Avenue Associates
said, "The workforce in America is
aging and diverging. The average
American worker is no longer the white
male."
According to the Department of
Labor, 47 percent of those now entering
the work force are white males. By the
year 2000, that number will drop to 15
percent. Because of the rapid growth in
service areas. Hall said, "They are
tapping into women and older workers,
minorities and Hispanics." Women,
blacks, Hispanics and other minorities
will become more integrated into the
work place.
The D.C. region is expected to
experience a rather severe labor shortage
in the next decade according to The
Washington Post's 1988 Job Market
supplement. Population in the area is
expected to increase 18 percent while
job demand will increase 41 percent.
The 1989 Salary Survey which uses
data from 418 career planning and
placement offices across the United
States shows salary offers are remaining
stable or are rising slightly.
Hall said, "Recent graduates have a
better chance now than ever to find a
job."
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Career guides provide vital
help to students' job search
by Wendy Lorusso
These books may not top the bestseller list, but
for college students entering the job market, they are
required reading.
Although books in the stacks of Carrier Library
may seem complicated at times, these, found in the
research library at CP&P, aid students through the
career process, from writing a first resume to
accessing the address and phone number of what may
be a future employer.
For example. Job Bank is a guide catering to
specific areas, such as Washington, D.C., Baltimore
and Northern Virginia. It gives employer listings in
all industries with addresses and telephone numbers.
Additionally, it has special sections on interview
techniques and on how to write a winning resume and
cover letter.
101 Ways to Find an Overseas Job, by Will
Cantrell and Terry Marshall, provides addresses to
request pamphlets and periodicals. Subjects include
jobs in education, volunteer agencies, living overseas,
employment services and case studies of past
experiences.
Eric Kocher's International Jobs discusses career
planning, job strategies and international job markets.
It also highlights background information on
occupations offered.
JMU students don't need to go abroad to find career
guides, though. They can go to the campus
bookstore, take a left at the $3.99 albums and turn
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right into their job future.
Guides available at the JMU bookstore include:
• After College: The Business of Getting
Jobs
by Jack Falvey
Cost: $9.95
• Better Resumes for College Graduates
by Adele Lewis
Cost: $9.95
• Does Your Resume Wear Blue Jeans?
by Edward Good
Cost: $8.95
• Getting To The Right Job
by Steve Cohen and Paulo de Oliveira
Cost: $6.95
• Resumes that get Jobs: Proven techniques
for writing a job-getting resume
by Jean Reed
Cost: $ 4.95
• The Students Guide to the Job Search
by Emory L. Cooper
Cost: $8.95
• The 1989 What Color Is Your Parachute?
A Practical Manual for Job-Hunters and
Career-Changers
by Richard Nelson Bolles
Cost: $9.95
• Who's Hiring Who
by Richard Lathrop
Cost: $7.95
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Where can a student use a
ZENITH Supersport Portable
Personal Computer?
1. In the library
2. In class
3. In your room
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

In a car (ROAD TRIPS)
On the quad
with a detachable battery
In D-Hall
and your choice of fixed
At work
■
or floppy disk configurations,
At a party!! (Why not?)
SupersPort sets new
standards in portable
9. In the bathroom
PC versatility
10. Just about anywhere, you name it!

For this and other Zenith equipment,
contact James Madison University Bookstore
x6121
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